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SMPs: FIRMS
OF THE FAST
FUTURE
In the face of tremendous disruptions,
SMPs are urged to adopt new aptitudes
and attitudes in order to become more
competent and competitive.
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Accountants Today • Editor’s note

SMPs: Prepping for a
Fast Future
add. Plus, it is crucial that SMPs learn how to run their
firms like real businesses in order to be competitive and
sustainable.
Higher expectations are another concern. SMPs and
SMEs have to prepare for new accounting standards
which are compliant with IFRS for SMEs: the Malaysian
Private Entities Reporting Standards (MPERS) which is
effective
as of 1 January 2016. Recognising the technical and
esearch has found that accountancy is one of the
operational challenges of implementing the MPERS, in this issue
jobs that are most vulnerable to being automated
we focus on how MPERS is likely to affect business and the best
and robotised in this age of digitalisation. This is
practices and recommended guidance.
one reason that MIA keeps stressing ad nauseum
For both SMPs and non-SMPs, salaries and recruitment are
that all accountants must upskill their competenalways hot issues. We examine what are the most promising
cies, both technical and analytical, and especially their soft skills
and lucrative sectors for accountants, and what competencies
such as communications, collaboration and leadership. While
employers demand. Unsurprisingly, on top
machines can collect data and crunch numof technical excellence, employers require
bers, we add value by being able to analyse
soft skills, business acumen and leadership
and interpret the data, and then by advising
How can MIA help to
ability, so these are areas we should target
our partners and stakeholders on how to
strengthen SMPs?
as we go forward into 2016.
craft strategies and make decisions based
Aptly in this issue,
Last but not least, do check out part two
on this analysis. We need to refine on our
we focus on SMP
of our expose on how some accountants
higher order skills in order to be relevant
issues and how we
are aiding and abetting banks in creating
and irreplaceable.
can
work together
fake credit through accounting transactions.
Accountants in small and medium pracwith SMPs and
Now, another global banking crisis is undertices (SMPs), as well as SMPs themselves,
other stakeholders
way as investors sell down banking shares
are perhaps even more at risk from disrupto improve SMP
due to a cocktail of fears – plunging commodtion due to their smaller scale and more
resilience, efficiency ity and asset prices, negative interest rates,
constrained resources. Knowing this, it is
even more imperative that MIA provides and competitiveness. profit warnings, potential debt defaults. Yet,
Not surprisingly,
while daunting, economic turmoil presents
increased support to SMPs especially in
the opportune window for accountants and
taxing economic conditions. As of the time
audit exemption is a
financial institutions to re-examine their prinof writing, global markets and economies
major concern for
ciples and erstwhile behaviour to reinvent a
are entering a bearish phase, and Malaysia’s
most Malaysian
system that is fair and just to all, especially
status as a highly open economy means that
SMPs.
debtors and the public.
we will be affected.
As professional accountants, we have
How can MIA help to strengthen SMPs?
been mandated to behave ethically and to be in compliance
Aptly in this issue, we focus on SMP issues and how we can
with the highest standards and principles to protect the public
work together with SMPs and other stakeholders to improve
interest. As we forge ahead in 2016, let’s work harder to live up
SMP resilience, efficiency and competitiveness. Not surpristo this trust. n
ingly, audit exemption is a major concern for most Malaysian
SMPs. But by diversifying away from compliance audits to
services such as compilation, tax planning and estate planning,
SMPs could actually charge higher fees by justifying their value

In today’s world, nobody and nothing is safe from
disruption. Disruption can come in any form and shape
– technological, digital, regulatory, markets-based, and
demographic; the list is infinite.

R

Happy Reading!
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Let’s Embrace
Change
President says | Dato’ Mohammad Faiz Azmi
Moving on, technical excellence is a means for differentiation
for Malaysian accountants. Both
the MASB (Malaysian Accounting
Standards Board) and MIA are
committed to championing better
quality financial reporting through
the adoption of global accounting
standards.
To
facilitate
effective
implementation of accountWhere the accountancy profession is concerned, 2016
ing standards, we recently signed a memorandum of underwill be a year of transformation. Perhaps the biggest
standing (MoU) that defines the nature of collaboration
changes will be those related to the recommendation from
between both parties.
the Committee to Strengthen the Accountancy Profession
Among the highlights of the MoU will be the provision
(CSAP) to do what it says to strengthen the profession.
of a forum for discussion of local IFRS issues, the creation of
Among the key changes will be to separate MIA’s regulaa local mechanism to discuss and resolve these issues, and
tory function from its role as a professional body – this will
our pledge to provide a strong and unified voice on IFRS
see the creation of a new regulatory body and a new PAO
issues originating from Malaysia. Both MIA and MASB will
(professional accountancy organisation). Going forward,
continue to play a collaborative role in ensuring that the
the PAO will seek to implement its 3R vision to “Rebuild,
MFRS principle-based standards are consistently applied
Rebrand, and Recruit”.
in Malaysia and meet with international
Rebuilding efforts will focus on utiliscompliance requirements. Furthermore,
ing CSAP as a platform to strengthen the
both MASB and MIA are well aware of
profession. I have stressed before, we
Going forward,
the confusion that arises when it comes
welcome CSAP as a window for beneficial
the PAO will seek
to understanding and implementing these
reform. In fact, we have already drawn up
to implement
complex standards. I hope that the proa draft operational model on how to impleits 3R vision to
ment the 15 recommendations of CSAP.
“Rebuild, Rebrand, posed forum will be invaluable in thrashing out the implementation issues affectRebranding refers to enhancing and
and Recruit.
ing Malaysian companies. Guidance will
strengthening MIA’s role as a National
be based on that provided by leading
Accountancy Body. MIA and its members
firms as well as accountancy bodies and will draw on preneed to embrace change and create competitive advantages
parers and auditors’ experiences to make the said guidance
in the wake of global development in the accountancy prorelevant to the Malaysian experience.
fession. Definitely, the Institute will need to offer a different
But that’s just one of the initiatives that we hope to
value proposition in a highly competitive landscape in order
introduce in 2016. There will be many more, because I
to be relevant, and I hope that we can count on your collecstrongly believe that now, is the time for meaningful and
tive support.
effective changes. Let’s embrace disruption instead of
Recruit refers to Malaysia’s target of producing 60,000
fearing it. Let’s seize this opportunity to better ourselves,
accountants by 2020 to meet economic demands and support
while holding strong to the foundation of our profession – to
nation-building. This is challenging, especially with the neverperform our role as arbiters of conscience and the guardending demand for good talent in all sectors, meaning that
ians of public trust. We need to be the moral compass when
we’re all fishing in the same small pond. Nevertheless, we
everybody else is adrift. I wish everyone all the best in the
will continue to work with key stakeholders – youth, talent,
rest of 2016. n
employers, educators, and regulators etc. – to meet our goals.

The beginning of a new year is usually an exciting time,
with plenty of optimism and excitement in the air.
However with 2016, following on from the turmoils of
2015, it’s not surprising that people are full of trepidation
about this new year.
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Economic and political outlook in and around the world

Transforming
Lease Accounting
n The International Accounting Standards
Board (IASB) has issued a new accounting standard,
called IFRS 16 Leases, replacing IAS 17 Leases, which makes
it difficult for investors and others to get an accurate picture
of a company’s lease assets and liabilities, particularly for
industries such as the airline, retail and transport sectors.

Listed companies using IFRS
standards or US GAAP are
estimated to have around
USD3.3 trillion of lease
commitments; over 85% of
which do not appear on their
balance sheets. That is because
leases to date have been
categorised as either ‘finance
leases’ (which are reported on

the balance sheet) or ‘operating
leases’ (which are disclosed
only in the notes to the
financial statements).
This somewhat arbitrary
distinction made it difficult
for investors to compare
companies, and to estimate
the effects of a company’s
off-balance sheet lease

obligations, which in practice
often led to overestimating
the liabilities arising from those
obligations. IFRS 16 solves this
problem by requiring all leases
to be reported on a company’s
balance sheet as assets and

The Power of
Blockchain?
n Blockchain, the technology
underpinning the digital currency
Bitcoin - is predicted to fundamentally
change the finance function and
has huge implications for
auditors.
EY’s UK head of assurance,
Hywel Ball, commenting on
a new UK government report about
the use of blockchain, ‘Distributed
Ledger Technology: beyond block
chain’ said that, “Blockchain will do
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liabilities.
IFRS 16 is effective 1 January
2019. Early application is
permitted for companies
that also apply IFRS 15
Revenue from Contracts
with Customers.

to corporate reporting and financial
transactions, what the internet did for
knowledge.” He added that this new
technology has the potential to transform
the speed of corporate reporting.
“Blockchain will theoretically allow
transactions to be recorded and logged
in real time, helping to provide greater
transparency and trust in a company’s
financial accounts. It could allow a
company to publish their ‘annual’ results on
an almost daily basis.”
However, care must be taken that
blockchain is not regarded as just a bitcoin
or financial services issue. Blockchain could
radically change business models and
business functions, such as procurement.

report indicates that the nature
Revolution, which includes
of change over the next five
developments in previously
years is such that as many as
disjointed fields such as artificial
7.1 million jobs could be lost
intelligence and machine-learning,
through redundancy, automation
robotics, nanotechnology, 3-D
or disintermediation, with the
printing, and genetics and
greatest losses in white-collar
biotechnology, will cause widespread office and administrative roles.
disruption not only to business
This loss is predicted to be
models but also to labour markets
partially offset by the creation of
over the next five years, with
2.1 million new jobs, mainly in
enormous change predicted in the
more specialised “job families”,
skill sets needed to thrive
such as Computer
in the new landscape.
and Mathematical
the report
This is the finding of a
indicates that or Architecture and
the nature of Engineering.
new report, The Future
change over
of Jobs, published by
The impact of
the next five
the World Economic
years is such disruption will vary
that as many considerably across
Forum and based on a
as 7.1 million
survey of chief human
jobs could be industry and gender
lost through as well as job type. For
resource officers and
redundancy
top strategy executives
example, Healthcare
from companies across nine broad
is expected to experience the
industry categories and covering
greatest negative impact in terms
15 of the world’s largest economies.
of jobs in the next five years,
These are; Australia, Brazil, China,
followed jointly by Energy and
France, Germany, India, Italy, Japan,
Financial Services and Investors.
Mexico, South Africa, Turkey, the
The industry that stands to
United Kingdom and the United
create the most jobs, perhaps
States, plus the ASEAN and GCC
less surprisingly, is Information
groups. Together, these economies
and Communication Technology,
account for 65% of the global
followed by Professional Services
workforce.
and Media, Entertainment and
In terms of overall impact, the
Information professionals.

n The 4th Industrial

Just over
a quarter (27%)
believe global growth will
improve over the next 12
months, a decline of 10% on
last year.
Only slightly more than a third
(35%) are very confident of their
own company growth in the
coming year, down four % on
last year (39%), and even one %
below
2013.

Two-thirds of CEOs
(66%) see more
threats facing
their businesses
today than three
years ago.
Source: PwC’s Annual Global CEO survey

numbers

4th Industrial Revolution

to
note

Iran
Opens for
Business Again
The World Bank has forecast a major
growth rate of 5.8% for the Iranian
economy in 2016 as the country
stands to benefit from the economic
gains that the removal of multiple
year sanctions is expected to bring
about.
Jan / Feb 2016 | accountants today
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n Reporting by the Accountants Today Editorial Team

SMPs:
Firms of
the Fast
Future
In the face of tremendous disruptions,
SMPs are urged to adopt new aptitudes
and attitudes in order to become more
competent and competitive.

In the business world, three
megatrends – technology, demographic shifts, and globalisation - are
causing seismic shifts in the global
landscape. Like other sectors, the small
and medium practices (SMPs) which
dominate the profession in terms of

numbers are certainly not exempt from
these impacts.
On the flipside, these megatrends
present tremendous potential for those
SMPs which are prepared to change.
“New business models, globalised
markets, new asset classes and new

risk factors make this a fast future of
both great challenge, but even greater
opportunity,” enthused Datuk Zaiton
Mohd Hassan, MIA Vice-President and
Chairperson of the MIA SMP Committee,
at the recent MIA-IFAC Regional SMP
Forum. “Accounting firms need to
increase their future readiness by
understanding the metrics that influence
our future.”
Similar to other countries in the
region, public practice in Malaysia mostly
consists of small accounting firms. There
are more than 1,500 small accounting
firms (both audit and non-audit firms)
according to MIA statistics, and MIA
President Dato’ Mohammad Faiz Azmi
estimated that they are servicing around
half a million active SMEs (small and
medium-sized enterprises) in Malaysia,
and providing audit, assurance and
business advisory services.
Globally, SMPs employ the majority
of accounting professionals and act as
a fulcrum to small business, said IFAC
President Olivia Kirtley in her forum
special address. “SMEs rely on trusted
professional accountants for business
advice. As the vast majority of enterprise
across the world comprises SMEs, they
are crucial to the health and sustainability
of economies.”
Kirtley urged SMPs to always behave
ethically in discharging their services
to SMEs and other stakeholders. “Trust
defines us as professionals and our
foundation is the code of ethics that
guides the profession.”

SMPs in ASEAN

Members of the panel (L-R) Datuk Zaiton Mohd Hassan, Giancarlo Attolini,
Monica Foerster and Dato’ Mohammad Faiz Azmi

10
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With a high profile, SMP accountants
play a really important role in driving the
economy of the country and the region,
said Sonexay Silpahet, Deputy President,

SMPs: Firms of the Fast Future

ASEAN Federation of Accountants (AFA).
With the advent of the ASEAN
SMEs rely
Economic Community (AEC) and
on trusted
increased market liberalisation, SMPs
professional
must ensure that they are prepared to
accountants
support their clients in regional markets.
for business
“As a practitioner, we must figure out:
advice. As the
are we still relevant? Within AEC and
vast majority
ASEAN, to what extent are we
of enterprise
practitioners helping clients?”
across
asked Dato’ Faiz rhetorically.
the world
One area where SMPs
comprises
could add immense value
SMEs, they are
is in tax. “Tax regimes in
crucial to the
every ASEAN country are
health and
incredibly different and
sustainability
we can try to simplify
of economies.
this for clients. There
are regulatory issues
Olivia Kirtley
surrounding cloud
IFAC President
– such as where
do we pay tax
on cloud-based
transac tions?
At some stage, technology will always come
back to the basic stuff – tax and accounting
regulations – and even in a fast-changing
world we can always be relevant,” he stressed.
As the international business landscape
shifts irrevocably, IFAC as the champion of the global
accountancy profession is placing intense emphasis on
diversifying SMP practice and ensuring SMP sustainability.
Kirtley said that the work and research of the IFAC SMP Committee
is critically important and IFAC seeks to complement PAOs
(professional accountancy organisations) in enhancing
SMPs.
Acknowledging the difficulty of the challenges
Accounting firms
facing SMPs, MIA established a dedicated SMP
need to increase
department in May 2015 to better serve the needs of
their future readiness
SMPs in Malaysia and to help resolve SMP issues. “We do
by understanding
appreciate the challenges that SMPs are facing in terms
the metrics that
of attracting and retaining talent, technology adoption,
influence our
limited access to funding and business opportunities in
future.
the overseas market,” empathised Dato’ Faiz.

Future
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SMPs: Firms of the Fast Future

Audit Exemption
on the Horizon?

perceives exemption from compliance
as a golden opportunity for SMPs to
position their services as value-adding
and to practice value pricing, rather
than simply offering commoditised
SMPs are being urged to diversify their services in order
compliance services. Indeed, said MIA
to deal with the imminent threat posed by statutory audit
Vice-President Datuk Zaiton Mohd
exemption and the imposition of audit thresholds.
Hassan, accounting firms will move
into higher-level advisory and business
Janise Lee, Head of MIA’s
development services that require
dedicated SMP Department,
dedicated consultative and strategic
Changes in the
noted that seven out of ten ASEAN
regulatory
planning for clients.
environment don’t
countries now allow some form of
And even while regulations
mean that auditors
exemption from statutory audits for
might change, the kind of services
SMEs (non-PIEs or non-public interest will be irrelevant.
provided by SMPs are not going to
It doesn’t mean that
entities) and hinted that Malaysia
be completely overhauled. SMPs
business doesn’t
might be next.
are already providing a myriad of
need assurance.
Audit exemption will have a critical
services to SMEs, but they might not
impact on SMP revenues. For example, as review engagements, can provide
be framing these in the right context.
Brunei has imposed audit exemptions SMEs with an attractive option when
SMPs just have to rebrand what they
on businesses with revenue thresholds an audit is not required.” And of course, already do as value-added services
of less than BND1 million, and
which can command optimal fees.
SMEs which choose to outsource
estimated that its SMPs will lose a big
“Now SMPs and auditors are already
their finance function will still require
chunk of their income as a result.
services such as compilation and other preparing financial reports for SMEs in
But as one door closes, plenty of
accordance with the requirements of
agreed-upon procedures.
others can open, as long as SMPs are
the relevant Accounting Frameworks,
Understandably, SMPs have had
innovative and resilient. “Changes
writing the notes to the financial
a mixed reaction to the prospects of
in the regulatory environment don’t
statements, etc. This is a compilation
audit exemption. “SMPs are worried
mean that auditors will be irrelevant.
engagement. You are just not signing
about the fee income dropping by
It doesn’t mean that business
off as an auditor,” concluded Lee.
50%,” concurred Lee. However, Lee
doesn’t need assurance. There is an
opportunity to meet an increasing
demand for other engagement
services,” stressed Lee.
Even with statutory audit
exemption, SMEs will still need some
degree of independent assurance
to increase the credibility of their
financial statements. “The demand for
lower-cost assurance services, such
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SMPs: Firms of the Fast Future

SMPs need to ramp up skills and
run their practices like a business to
succeed in the fast future.

Getting
SMPs
FutureReady
As the landscape evolves, SMPs need
to be different and think different to
remain sustainable.
Perhaps a critical gamechanger
might be for SMPs to run their practices
like efficient and effective businesses,
as recommended by Giancarlo Attolini,
IFAC SMP Chairperson and MIA
President Dato’ Mohammad Faiz Azmi.
“The problem is that we don’t look at
our business as a business and we don’t
apply our skills to ourselves,” said Dato’
Faiz. “We never really think of SMPs
as SMEs too but SMPs must thrive
within the SME space. To be able to be
successful at running an audit firm, you
need more than audit skills, you need
the skills of running a business,” agreed
MIA Vice-President Datuk Zaiton
Mohd Hassan. Meanwhile, Attolini
said that SMPs will need a different
type of education and skill sets to run
an accounting practice as compared
to being an accounting professional.
Both IFAC and MIA are initiating nontechnical skills education for members
and guidance can be found at the IFAC
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We never really
think of SMPs as SMEs
too but SMPs must
thrive within the SME
space. To be able to be
successful at running
an audit firm, you need
more than audit skills,
you need the skills of
running a business.
and MIA websites respectively.
How then can SMPs make the
necessary changes to enhance their
practices?
One, bridge the tech divide. Tech will
be a key skill for professional services
firms and markets in future, said
Attolini, and tech can improve existing
resources and help firms harvest

tremendous advantages. “There must
be different sets of tech competencies
within practices, and people must be
conversant with tech and able to help
clients implement tech.”
Two, work on the skills needed
to manage the SMP proficiently, such
as marketing, communications, human
resource management, and business
administration. “We have to be much
more focused on non-technical skills,
such as leadership, influence and
communications,” affirmed IFAC
President Olivia Kirtley.
HR skills are particularly crucial
to help manage the generational
divide afflicting firms these days.
“Accountants are like squares,” said

SMPs: Firms of the Fast Future

Dato’ Faiz, “but the newer generations
don’t have defined shapes and yet can
create incredible value. To get the
best out of them, you have to keep
them on their toes and keep them
challenged and engaged.” Research
shows that diversity and challenges
appeal to Gen Ys; Dato’ Faiz noted
that PwC Malaysia (where he serves
as Executive Chairman) gets many
enquiries from Gen Ys interested in
the firm’s sustainability, cybersecurity
and Islamic finance practices.
Meanwhile, MIA Vice-President Datuk
Zaiton recommended that firms offer
development opportunities to keep
young talents engaged and retained for
a meaningful period of time, for at least
three years of diversified exposure.
Pointing out that SMPs enjoy a lower
average attrition rate compared to
the Big Four, Lim Fen Nee, Head,
Audit Oversight Board (AOB) said
that SMPs must be able to innovate
(through initiatives such as flexible
work arrangements and gender
diversity) and offer better work-life
balance to retain staff.
Monica Foerster, IFAC SMP Deputy
Chair, singled out marketing and
branding as a weak point. “SMPs don’t
know how to sell ourselves because we
lack marketing skills and we need to
develop this very urgently. We must be
prepared to demonstrate the value we
are adding beyond financial services.”
As an example of innovation,
Sonexay Silpahet, Deputy President,
ASEAN Federation of Accountants
(AFA), makes his firm in Lao
indispensable to the client by engaging
and providing free training even outside
of client engagements.
While traditional accountancy
education doesn’t focus on soft skills
and communications, “these are
important because we need to focus on

how we impact and influence business
and stakeholders, and how we transfer
our knowledge,” said Kirtley.
Three, diversify your services away
from compliance audit into highervalue add areas such as tax. “The way
forward in the Malaysian economy
is to deal with tax issues,” advised
Dato’ Faiz. Potential high-margin areas
where SMPs could leverage on their
taxation expertise includes estate
planning and succession planning
for SMEs, faraid advisory and estate
planning for Muslim clients, and tax
planning and negotiation services.
“Don’t underestimate how tax impacts
clients. Help them and they will love
you,” quipped Dato’ Faiz.
Four, focus on quality of service.

Malcolm Gladwell’s concept of moving
from “solving puzzles to solving
mysteries, which is so appropriate for
this profession.”
“We have been in the puzzle business
in the past – where all the pieces are
known because we are dealing with
historical financial information. The
pieces are already in the box and we
just have to find them and try to give a
reliable and trustworthy picture, which
is very important and which we will still
continue to do.”
“But due to technology we are
getting these mountains of information.
And we are trying to help business
navigate now and in the future. So
we have to be prepared to move from
solving puzzles to solving mysteries,

Quality is a concern and there is a need
for improvement in the performance
of SMPs, noted AOB’s Lim. “SMPs
are playing a catch-up game and the
speed of improvement needs to be
accelerated.”
Despite the threats that practitioners
face – such as audit thresholds,
compliance
ser vices
becoming
commoditised, and accounting being
robotised such that SMEs can even
produce financial reports without
requiring an accountant - accountants
are still crucial in analysing and
interpreting information, said Kirtley.
In her address, she referred to

and that requires us to analyse and
interpret the data. Even if some of the
accounting services were to go away,
and it’s easy for the machines to put
the puzzles together, they can’t think
about how to analyse the data and how
to solve the mystery. So I hope that
we will think more in terms of how we
solve mysteries for our clients.” n
For SMP guidance, resources and tools,
please visit https://www.ifac.org/aboutifac/small-and-medium-practices/smpresources-and-tools at the IFAC website
and http://www.mia.org.my/smp
at the MIA website.
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MPERS TRANSFORMING
SMALL BUSINESS
FINANCE
Malaysian regulators and standard-setters are committed to making
small and medium enterprises (SMEs) - which comprise the heart of the
economy – more globally competitive and hence, sustainable. One such
initiative to facilitate SMEs as the business environment becomes more
challenging and liberalised is the rollout of the Malaysian Private Entities
Reporting Standards (MPERS), which has been described as MFRS made
simple for small business.

Effective 1 January 2016, all private
entities, including Small and Medium
Enterprises (SMEs), are required to apply
the Malaysian Private Entities Reporting
Standards (MPERS) in the preparation of
their financial statements. Alternatively,
private entities that choose not to adopt
MPERS can opt to apply the Malaysian
Financial Reporting Standards (MFRS).
This is certainly a timely move, said MIA
Vice-President Datuk Zaiton Mohd Hassan at
the 2015 MPERS Conference, given that the
Private Entity Reporting Standards (PERS)
currently being used by private entities is
outdated, having been developed based on
the 2003 version of International Accounting
Standards.
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MPERS adoption
will ensure the
convergence and
comparability of
local business with
their international
counterparts, even
as the landscape
becomes more
integrated and
liberalised...

“The business environment has
undoubtedly changed over the last 12 years
and hence the need for MPERS which
is based on the International Financial
Reporting Standards for Small and Medium
Enterprises (IFRS for SMEs), which was
issued by the International Accounting
Standards Board (IASB) in 2009, with
further minor amendments on income
tax and property development activities,”
commented Datuk Zaiton.
MPERS adoption will ensure the
convergence and comparability of
local business with their international
counterparts, even as the landscape
becomes more integrated and liberalised
due to initiatives such as the ASEAN

MPERS – TRANSFORMING SMALL BUSINESS FINANCE

MPERS

is based on IFRS for
SMEs, but it cannot
be adopted word for
word because there
are some unique
characteristics.

Economic Community and the
Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement
(TPPA). According to the IASB,
73 countries already use IFRS for
SMEs, and another 14 countries are
considering it. This means the financial
statements of Malaysian private
entities comprising mainly of SMEs
will be comparable to the financial
statements of SMEs in at least 73
countries including the UK, Australia,
Hong Kong and Singapore. The IASB
recently issued amendments to the
IFRS for SMEs and the Malaysian
Accounting Standards Board (MASB)
should be issuing the amendments to
MPERS as well.

The opportunities
Like other changes to the regulatory
landscape, MPERS potentially opens up
exciting new prospects and markets.
“MPERS brings opportunities for
businesses because it is an international
standard,” said Dr. Nurmazilah Dato’
Mahzan, Deputy CEO, MIA. “It
is a simplified version of MFRS and
should be embraced because of its
internationality. Of course, it comes with
challenges because the changeover
process to get it right is imperative,
and the transition process will involve
retraining and relearning. It also
requires all accounting processes to be

aligned, particularly in the treatment
of fair value, in order to benefit the
business as a whole.”
Recounting how MPERS was
developed, Mohamed Raslan Abdul
Rahman, Chairman, MASB explained
the different dynamics in disparate
standards that gave rise to various
difficulties in achieving a single
standard. “MPERS is based on IFRS for
SMEs, but it cannot be adopted word
for word because there are some unique
characteristics,” he said. “The World
Bank declared that if Malaysia wanted
to be an international player, our Private
Entity Reporting Standards (PERS)
would have to be updated, because
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Members of the panel (L-R) Mohamed Raslan Abdul Rahman, Dr. Nurmazilah Dato’ Mahzan, Mr. Stephen Oong Kee Leong,
Goh Kean Hoe and Lee Hin Kan
it had been in use since 2003. MPERS
was issued in 2014, with adjustments for
property development and tax.”
But even with the inclusion of the
most current amendments, he cautioned
that companies wanting to adopt MPERS
will have to keep themselves abreast of
the recent amendments which will be
effective in 2017. “So far, 73 jurisdictions
have embraced IFRS for SMEs, out of
more than 140 countries,” he said. “But all
adoptions need to be tweaked before being
fully implemented. The UK, Hong Kong,
Singapore, the Philippines and South
Africa are some of the countries which
have adopted IFRS for SMEs – primarily
because SMEs are growing faster today
than they have ever done before. Bankers
can make comparisons easily when they
are looking at funding. With MPERS, we
are on the same page, and are talking the
same language.”

And the challenges
Apart from bankers, venture capitalists
too will be able to make comparisons
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We have to look
at the quality of
accountants and there
is also the problem
of staff – we do lack
preparers – and this
is compounded by
the fact that SMEs
differ greatly in size.
Some can afford better
quality accounting
services, and some
cannot. What happens
if they cannot cope?

more easily with other countries – perhaps
paving the way for more foreign investment
in small companies. Additionally,
consolidation and reconciliation across
jurisdictions is expected to become easier
with MPERS. This will spur cross border
commerce transactions and improve
transparency.
While agreeing with Mohamed Raslan
on the advantages of moving to MPERS,
Lee Hin Kan, a consultant, said that while
it was important to keep abreast of market
developments, this was not quite as simple
from the preparers’ perspective.
Constant change is a challenge for
preparers, who must learn to be agile
and flexible in order to keep up. “There
were 55 amendments to IFRS even
before implementation, and the IASB
(the International Accounting Standards
Board) is still inviting comments on its
Conceptual Framework Exposure Draft,”
he said. “It’s already complicated enough
but even before one topic can be fully
understood, another amendment comes
in. The Conceptual Framework appears to
be constantly moving. Will there be more

Gamechangers
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changes, and if so, how do we keep up?
How do we understand and implement
the standards, if we are being constantly
bombarded with changes?
Furthermore, the talent shortage
exacerbates the challenges of
transitioning to MPERS. “We have to
look at the quality of accountants and
there is also the problem of staff – we do
lack preparers – and this is compounded
by the fact that SMEs differ greatly in
size. Some can afford better quality
accounting services, and some cannot.
What happens if they cannot cope?”
He stressed further that as preparers
in private enterprises, the preparers’
range of roles is wide and not limited
exclusively to accounting. On the
positive side, the adoption of MPERS
will push the bar further up, and could
expand demand for the services of
SMPs, which are already being retained
by SMEs for auditing and other jobs.

Make the Right
Choice
Stating that it was “too late to
decide whether we like or dislike
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MPERS is MFRS
simplified. The unintended
consequence of a simplified
accounting standard is
that the standard contains
very little details and
application guidance.
MPERS,” Stephen Oong, Partner,
Assurance Division, EY Malaysia,
urged SMEs to accept the fact that
by 2016, private entities can no longer
prepare their financial statements
using PERS. However, he reminded
private entities that it is not necessary
that they must change from PERS to
MPERS. Under certain circumstances,
changing from PERS to MFRS may be
a better option. Preparers should take
this opportunity to consider carefully
whether changing from PERS to MFRS
is a better option. “There are many
aspects to be considered before making
a choice whether to switch to either
MPERS or MFRS,” he said. “If you are

a property developer, you will probably
not go for MPERS because MPERS
requires all borrowing costs to be
expensed. Likewise, if you are an entity
with huge intangible assets or goodwill,
you may not like MPERS because all
your intangible assets and goodwill will
have to be amortised over 10 years and
expensed to profit or loss. And if you are
a plantation company, all your trees will
have to be measured at fair value under
MPERS – which is something most
plantation companies have been trying
to avoid,” added Oong.
“MPERS is MFRS simplified.
The unintended consequence of a
simplified accounting standard is that
the standard contains very little details
and application guidance. Accordingly,
preparers will encounter significant and
many application issues when applying
MPERS and there will be divergence in
the application of MPERS. As a result,
comparability of financial statements
among private entities would be difficult
to achieve – which is not a desirable
consequence because comparability is
one of the objectives of a good financial
reporting framework.”

Gamechangers
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MPERS
Demystified
When it is necessary to explain technical issues in simple language,
MIA frequently calls upon Stephen Oong, Partner in the Assurance
Division of EY Malaysia, to get the job done.

A technical expert and noted advocate
of enhancing the quality of financial
reporting and assurance, Oong is
closely involved in financial reporting
and accounting standards’ activities
in Malaysia. He is an active member
of several MASB working groups
on MASB’s accounting standards,
the Issues Committee of MASB, and
some of MIA’s and MICPA’s working
committees.
In the MIA, he was the Chairman
of the Financial Statements Review
Committee (FSRC) and is a member
of the Financial Reporting Standards
Implementation Committee (FRSIC).
In EY, Oong is also the Malaysian
member of Ernst & Young’s Asia Pacific
International Financial Reporting
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Standard Desk, as well as the Asia
Pacific subject matter leader on a
number of accounting standards.
Below, Oong shared some key
insights and lessons that will smoothen
the path for SMEs as they embark on
the MPERS journey in 2016.

What are the key differences
(technical and non-technical)
between MPERS and PERS that
preparers and auditors need
to be aware of? How will these
affect business?
Unlike PERS, MPERS is almost
identical to IFRS for SMEs, which is
an international accounting standard
issued by IASB. There are many

significant differences between the
requirements of MPERS and PERS.
Because MPERS is akin to simplified
MFRS (or IFRS), many accounting
policy choices found in PERS are not
available under MPERS.
For instance, under PERS,
borrowing costs incurred on a
qualifying asset can either be expensed
as incurred or capitalised as part
of the cost of the qualifying asset.
Under MPERS however, borrowing
costs must be expensed as incurred.
Capitalisation of borrowing costs is not
permitted.
Likewise, under PERS, investment
properties can either be measured
using the cost model or the revaluation
model. Under MPERS, investment
properties can only be measured
using the fair value model.
Another significant difference
between PERS and MPERS is the
concept of functional currency. PERS
do not have the concept of functional
currency. Under PERS, all financial
statements are prepared using their
reporting currency.
Another significant difference is
under MPERS, all intangible assets and
goodwill have a finite live and hence
must be amortised. If the preparer is
unable to determine the lives of the
intangible assets and the goodwill,
MPERS presumes that such assets
have a finite life of 10 years. Whereas
under PERS, certain intangible assets
and goodwill are regarded to have
indefinite useful lives and accordingly
need not be amortised but instead
subject to an annual impairment test.
In
addition,
MPERS
has
accounting standards on business
combinations, share-based payments,
ser vice concession arrangements,
agriculture, government grants,
financial instruments, and related
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What is your advice to preparers
and auditors to ensure smooth
implementation of MPERS?
1
2
3
4
5

There is no time to waste. Start the transition to MPERS early.
Fully understand the requirements of MPERS.
Perform an impact assessment to determine the areas that will be
affected and the impact of the change to MPERS.
Determine your functional currency. If it is not Ringgit, this change
will have to be accounted for retrospectively.
Ask certain key probing questions. For instance (among others):
(a) Is your share capital correctly measured? MPERS requires that
share capital be based on the fair value of the consideration
received, which may not be how the share capital has been
measured under PERS.
(b) Are your financial instruments correctly classified? Certain
preference shares may have to be classified as equity
instruments under PERS, but would have to be reclassified as
liability instruments under MPERS.
(c) Are your transactions/balances correctly measured? For
example, borrowing costs previously capitalised in investment
properties, land and buildings, and inventories would have to
be reversed since borrowing costs cannot be capitalised under
MPERS; transaction costs incurred in the origination of financial

party transactions, whilst PERS
does not have accounting standards
addressing such transactions.
Some of these differences may have
very significant impact to companies.
A property developer in Malaysia may
not like the consequences of applying
MPERS. This is because all borrowing
costs incurred must now be expensed
which will decrease their profits during
the periods properties are under
development. Similarly, companies
with significant intangible assets and
goodwill will now be significantly
affected by the amortisation charges
in their income statements. In
addition, companies with investment
properties or biological assets will

instruments may have been expensed under
PERS but may be required to be capitalised
under MPERS.
6
6	Understand
complex transactions and instruments
which your company may have. Forward
exchange contracts are to be accounted for as
derivatives under MPERS whereas under PERS,
forward exchange contracts are not recognised.
In addition, structured deposits with banks may
contain embedded derivatives under MPERS and
will need to be measured at fair value. This is not
required under PERS.
7
7
Start documenting and tracking who your
related parties are as MPERS requires related party
transactions and balances to be disclosed.
88 Decide which accounting policy options you want
to take. Understand the implications arising from
the options chosen.
9
9	Understand
the requirements of the transitional
provisions of MPERS. You have to decide which
optional exemptions you want to take (cost model,
FV model, equity accounting).
10 Talk to your auditors on areas of application of
MPERS that are not so clear or require clarifications.
11 Get the comparative figures ready first.

have to incur additional expenses
relating to valuation of such investment
properties and biological assets at fair
value.

What are the main challenges
to preparers and auditors in
implementing MPERS?
Because MPERS is less than 300
pages, preparers and auditors will find
it a challenge in implementing and
applying the requirements of MPERS
since there is no detailed guidance
and clarification on the requirements
of the MPERS.
In addition, in many situations,
MPERS allows a preparer to not

apply a particular requirement if it
involves undue cost or effort. For
instance, biological assets need not be
measured at fair value if determination
of the fair value involves undue cost or
effort. What is considered as undue
cost or effort is highly subjective and
very difficult to operationalise. This
will make financial statements among
companies not comparable.
Certain areas are more difficult
and costly to apply as compared to
PERS or MFRS e.g. biological assets
and IP (Investment properties) must
be measured at fair value. However,
under MFRS an entity is permitted to
measure bearer plants and investment
properties using the cost model. n
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MPERS GOES LIVE

ARE WE
READY?

The responsibility of implementing the Malaysian
Private Entities Reporting Standards (MPERS)
as of 1 January 2016 lies with the preparers
and directors, but the onus will be on SMPs to
help educate their clients on the rules of this new
reporting ballgame.

Given the penchant in Malaysia for
last-minute compliance, it’s hardly
surprising that the MPERS Conference
2015 focused on the challenges that can
be expected in preparing and auditing
MPERS financial statements.
Bemoaning the fact that clients
tended to ignore the issues, then rushed
to get clarification only at the eleventh
hour, Sharon Sung, Partner, Audit &
Assurance, SJ Grant Thornton, said that
there was a need for more organised
data. She also pointed out that clients
tended to dither when they had a lot of
options, indicating perhaps that having
fewer options could better expedite the
process of decision-making.
Sung also stressed that “proper
documentation must be kept,
particularly in the case of transitional
entities (TE). You need to determine
if the parent company is a transitional
entity. If it is a non-TE subsidiary, you
will have to prepare two sets of accounts.
It’s a challenging situation, but it will not
happen with MPERS.” Advising SMPs
to engage with clients earlier, she urged,
“Don’t wait. Do it now.”

Fair Value and
Other Concerns
Identifying fair value as an area
of concern, Thong Foo Vung, Audit
Partner, KPMG Malaysia remarked
that when migrating to MPERS, many
people tended to think that the business
did not need to value its items. “But
MPERS is not a cost-based standard,”
he said. “Almost everything needs to be
fair valued, even trees and fruit! Don’t
think that you will not need to apply fair
value when you move to MPERS.”
While claims of undue cost can be
made, there is currently a lack of clarity
on what constitutes undue cost. Usually
described as excessive cost incurred in
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the process of preparing accounts, it can
only really be applied on a case-by-case
basis.
“It is not meant to be a low
threshold,” explained Thong. “Preparers
and auditors are quite likely to end up
debating what excessive cost is. But
(you have to remember) fair value does
not need to be accurate. It is always
intended to be an estimate. It is definitely
a challenge to preparers; in some cases,
you cannot claim undue cost because of
the lack of historical records.”
Other issues that could pose a
challenge included management’s
judgement, inter-company loans and
amounts due to directors.

When Will We See
MPERS Reports?
Speaking about the preparation of
MPERS financial statements, Mohd
Afrizan Husain, Managing Partner,
AFTAAS said that going by the effective
date of 1 January 2016, financial
statements were likely to be ready only
in June or July 2016.
Stressing that preparation was
fairly straightforward, he emphasised
however that the responsibility for
correct statements lay with the
preparers, not the auditors. Opining that
this was the biggest challenge, he said,
“They have to understand what needs
to be done under MPERS, and for that
they have to identify gaps, to be able to
comply. They also need to understand
what the implications of compliance or
non-compliance are. You have to get it
right the first time, and you have to start
now because it will have to be applied
for the current year.”
To a question on whether firsttime adopters will have issues with
recognition of some items and the
reclassification or derecognition of

Members of the panel (L-R) Thong Foo Vung, Ng Kean Kok, Sharon Sung and
Mohd Afrizan Husain

If you are not
trading in Ringgit,
you will have a
lot of headaches
especially when
it comes to tax
preparation.
other items, Thong felt that there will
not be any problems. However, he
cautioned that borrowing costs may
need to be removed because they
don’t meet MPERS requirements.
“Borrowing costs cannot be capitalised,”
he explained. “You will have to remove
the borrowing costs of unsold houses
under inventory (in the case of property
development), for example. Or you will
have to completely amortise goodwill
over ten years, if you migrate to
MPERS.”
One of the biggest challenges will
be functional currencies, he added.
“If you are not trading in Ringgit, you
will have a lot of headaches especially
when it comes to tax preparation. IRB’s

guidelines, unfortunately, are not very
helpful; they essentially involve the
preparation of another ledger!”

Just Persuasion
When it comes to the crunch,
businesses will be reluctant to change.
How can we build consensus for
MPERS? “PERS is an old standard; it
is outdated,” stressed Sung. “That is
one reason to move to MPERS. Also,
many principles under PERS are now
not accepted elsewhere. It is difficult to
have comparable financial statements
– and you need to have comparable
financial statements if you want to
venture abroad.”
Underscoring the fact that MPERS
is a simplified version of MFRS, Mohd
Afrizan said that the transition will not
be difficult, adding that at the moment,
enforcement was not stringent and
there were currently no penalties. But
he stressed that it was the responsibility
of the directors nevertheless to prepare
the financial statements, and quarterly
reporting requirements will be a driver
for compliance. n
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For sustainability, accounting firms are
being urged to replace the traditional
practice of hourly billing with a fixedpricing model, or the more optimal
model of “value pricing”.

Sustainable
Audit Practice
Hourly billing vs
Value pricing?

With effect from 1 June 2015, MIA has withdrawn the
Recommended Practice Guide (RPG) 7: A Guide to Charging
for Professional Assurance Services, in order to uphold the
spirit of the Competition Act 2010 and not breach any of its
provisions. The RPG 7 was first introduced in the year 2007
and last revised in the year 2010. The intention was to provide
a basis for establishing a reasonable level of remuneration,
commensurate with the provision
of professional audit services at
an acceptable standard. It was
For the valuenot mandatory and served as
pricing business
a recommended guide only for
model, it starts
practitioners who need guidance
in estimating the professional fee
with the client
for statutory audit services based
and works
on variables such as total assets,
backwards.
gross turnover and time costs.
Since the withdrawal of RPG
7, the Institute has received enquiries from SMPs on the
possibility of developing an alternative guidance on audit fee that
will not be in breach of the Competition Act 2010. The Institute
would like to inform members that back in early June 2014, IFAC
had published a 3-part series of articles “Pricing on Purpose:
How to implement value-pricing in your firm”. Authored by Ron
Baker, the articles describe this new approach to pricing and
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explain how to get started.
In addition, a growing number of
industry pricing experts in the developed
countries are urging accounting firms to
replace the venerable hourly billing with
a fixed-pricing model, or the more optimal
model of “value pricing”.

Turnaround time
How fast does the client want the
service to be delivered? If clients want
something within a day or two days or
even a week, that’s going to be a higher
price than if they can wait for a month
or two.

What is value pricing?

Payment terms
Why not structure the payment terms
around clients’ cash flow rather than the
accounting firm’s work flow? For instance,
if they are retailers, they’re going to be
flushed with cash during the months of
Hari Raya, Christmas or Chinese New
Year. Then they should pay accounting
firms more during those festive seasons
when they are flushed with cash, and
maybe they don’t have to pay anything in
other months.
For a lower-priced option, they have
to pay more upfront or maybe they
have to pay quicker, but at a higherpriced option, they get these customised
payment terms.

The problem with hourly billing is that it
is an internally-focused metric, which looks
at the costs and the inputs, rather than
outputs and outcomes. There is nothing
in the hourly billing formula that looks at
client value.
For the value-pricing business model, it
starts with the client and works backwards.
Firms are encouraged to offer the client
options, for example giving clients Silver
Card, Gold Card, or Platinum Card options,
and then letting them decide what their
price-value trade-off is. Basically it is the
value that determines the price. And then
it is the price that the firm has to look at
and say, “Can we invest in the resources to
produce this work at this price and at the
same time make a profit we can live with?”

Differentiation based
on service terms
For the cheapest price option, should
firms offer a lower-quality service? No, not
at all. Taking quality as a given, just like an
airline has to land the plane safely for all
passengers regardless of the class of air
tickets its customers purchased, accounting
firms have to maintain the same quality
standards. It is more about differentiating
based on service terms, for example the
turnaround time, payment terms and
contact hours with clients.

For a lower-priced
option, they have
to pay more
upfront or maybe
they have to pay
quicker, but at
a higher-priced
option, they get
these customised
payment terms.

Technology
Another issue to consider is: how are
you going to transfer your knowledge
to the client? Are you going to send
everything by email? Are you going to
have personal meetings with the client
and explain the details? Are you going to
present to the Board, and if so, how often?
All these different methods are ways to
creatively differentiate Silver Card, Gold
Card, and Platinum Card options.
Options can also be an effective
pricing tool. If the client pushes back
on the price and says, “This is more
than I thought,” then buy the cheapest
option. And that just shuts down further
negotiation on price. n

Reference: Journal of Accountancy February 2015. See more at:
http://www.journalofaccountancy.com/news/2015/feb/firm-billable-hours-201511763.html#sthash.4ubyYWPQ.dpuf
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Finance
in the
digital age
Finance must take on a broad
business partnering role as the brokers
of information in the age of digitised
business.
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Digitisation
threatens
and
transforms business models and will
change the nature of work in many
sectors. What is finance’s role in
measuring and monitoring the new
value drivers in today’s digital economy?
To find the answer, Oracle sponsored
a comprehensive research by CIMA
and AICPA into the value drivers in
the digital age; the new and required
performance measures; who provides
these measures; and the implications
for CFOs and management accountants.
Nearly 800 people contributed to this
report through a global online survey
and interviews.

Finance in the digital age

Value drivers in
the digital age
Intangible assets now comprise
80% of corporate valuations
on the S&P 500 index – up
from 20% in 1975. The top
five value drivers ranked by
more than 50 per cent of the
744 respondents, are:

Businesses need new KPIs to manage
these new drivers of value. Of the KPIs
currently measured or monitored by
the finance function in respondents’
organisations, it was found that:
• 67 per cent of respondents’ finance
functions currently measure or
monitor data quality. This includes
25 per cent who started doing so
recently. This suggests that data
quality is becoming a priority.
• Fewer than 50 per cent of
respondents are measuring or
monitoring new measures enabled
by advances in data, such as social
engagement and digital marketing
effectiveness.
We found that while finance still provides
analysis and KPIs relating to financial
matters, the discipline in the business most
likely to provide the information needed
about intangibles is the function or division
that owns the relevant data.

Role of Finance
Enhancing The Value Of
Information
Business units that generate data about
intangible assets also tend to own it. As
such, they are the most likely providers
of analysis and performance management
based on this data. This means CFOs and
management accountants are well placed
to play important roles. With a wide view
across the enterprise, they can equip leaders
with the measures and analysis required to
make the right decisions. As facilitators,
they can also contribute their overview
and professional objectivity in collaborative
conversations to safeguard the quality of
decision-making
WORKING WITH DATA SCIENTISTS
Where more advanced analytical skills

are needed to analyse vast volumes of new
forms of digital data, finance might look to
data scientists to generate required insights.
Or, when data scientists explore data and
develop new analytical insights, finance
can help prioritise these by their potential
commercial impact – and translate them into
actions for improving performance.

THE PARTNERING ROLE OF FINANCE
This means finance must take on a
broad business partnering role as the
brokers of information in the business.
Finance needs to engage business
managers in collaborative conversations to
probe root causes, identify potential leading
performance indicators, and source data that
could provide measures for management.
The role is about improving decision-making
and ensuring the business assembles and
analyses relevant information that:
•
•
•

focuses on the value to shareholders
decision-makers consider with due
regard to the interests of stakeholders
is then applied to influence
performance and generate value.

A copy of the CGMA report on ‘The
Digital Finance Imperative’ is available at
www.cgma.org n
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GST covers the
supply of goods or
services made in
Malaysia, and all
goods imported into
Malaysia. These
include any supply of
good or services that
may be taxable under
GST, made by a
taxable person in the
course or furtherance
of any business.
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GST:
Proof Your
Business Contracts

Contracts today must incorporate GST clauses
in order to safeguard businesses.

Lawyers – and accountants – today
must be competent and capable to
advise their clients effectively, especially
in the evolving area of GST regulations.
“There is a growing belief that
professionals have to be aware of
GST issues, and clients expect their
contracts to have proper GST clauses,”
said Vijey R Mohana Krishnan, Partner,

Raja Darryl & Loh at the recent GST
Conference 2015. “Professionals who
deal with contracts must know about
it – and if you don’t, find someone who
does. You owe a duty of care to your
client. Some tax clauses in contracts can
be two or three pages long, but there’s
no guarantee that it covers everything!”
Krishnan highlighted three main

GST: Proof Your Business Contracts

areas with regards to GST-proofing
business contracts: the scope of
GST, the need for a GST clause and
contracts with no opportunity to
review. Currently, GST covers the
supply of goods or services made in
Malaysia, and all goods imported into
Malaysia. These include any supply of
goods or services that may be taxable
under GST, made by a taxable person
in the course or furtherance of any
business.

Scope of GST
Due to this extremely broad scope,
almost every transaction is subject to
GST – even gifts worth more than
RM500 – and it is therefore necessary
to consider the GST implications of
any transaction when negotiating and
drafting contracts. The tax chargeable
on any supply of goods or services
must be paid by the person making the
supply, and is payable when the goods
or services are supplied.
“GST thus becomes the buyer’s
responsibility (to pay),” he said,
explaining further that if the contract
is silent on GST, the consideration (i.e.
the fee or price) will be regarded as
inclusive of GST. “In order for the
supplier to charge GST over and above

the price, there must be a specific
clause in the contract which allows
the supplier to do this,” he continued.
“But in some cases, clauses can be so
ambiguous that meanings are lost or
ill-defined.” He cautioned the audience
about ‘one size fits all’ clauses, saying
that their ambiguity may make them
void. Illustrating the need for a GST
clause in contracts with the actual case
of Cityrose Trading Pte Ltd v Booth and
Anor [2013], he stressed that courts
have to be clear about how to deal with
GST.

Effective GST
Clauses
He quoted several examples of
how GST should be dealt with, saying
that typical provisions in a GST clause
should cover the effective date of
GST and declare whether the price
quoted is or is not exclusive of GST.
“Where GST applies, consideration
is increased based on the regrossing
method,” he said. “If the regrossing
method or formula is not applied, the
supplier has to charge the applicable
GST rate in addition to the price. In
addition, the supplier has to show
that he is licensed to do so, and must
issue the required tax invoice.” He

also covered circumstances where
approval from the Director-General
could be obtained, and the appropriate
notices that should be displayed when
goods and services were subject to tax
but the price payable was exclusive of
GST.

Contracts With
No Opportunity to
Review
With regards to contracts with no
opportunity to review, Vijey addressed
the issue of long-term contracts which
may have been entered into before
the implementation of GST. “The
parties to the contract may not have
considered GST at the time of entering
into the contract,” he explained. “In
cases like these, Section 187 of the
GST Act allows this type of contract
to be treated as zero-rated supply for
a period of five years from 1 April
2015, or until an opportunity to review
the contract arises.” Cautioning that
having tax-exempt supplies does not
automatically mean that the business
is totally exempt from GST, he
stressed that the GST Act was the law.
“Anything issued subsequently must
therefore always comply with the Act,”
he concluded. n

Professionals who deal with contracts
must know about it – and if you don’t, find
someone who does. You owe a duty of care
to your client. Some tax clauses in contracts
can be two or three pages long, but there’s no
guarantee that it covers everything!
Vijey R Mohana Krishnan
Partner, Raja Darryl & Loh
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Members of the panel (L-R) Lim Cheong Guan, Dato’ Bruce Lim, Dato’ Chua Tia Guan, Surin Segar and Matthew Tee

GST: How Are
Industries Faring?
Industries across the board – from construction to
banking to private education - are still grappling
with the repercussions of GST implementation.

How has GST
impacted
industries in the
real economy?
Four months on, businesses are
still grappling with implementation
issues and teething problems, was
the consensus at the recent MIA GST
Conference 2015.
Dato’ Chua Tia Guan, Founding
Member of PEMUDAH, PM’s
Department cited key issues affecting
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businesses as being late refunds that
affected the cash flow of businesses,
tax invoices, the ‘Two-Year Grace
Period,’ GST Taxpayer Access Point
(TAP) and Customs’ GST Unit, in a
conference dialogue on the impact
of GST on industries, and postimplementation complexities.

Late Refunds
Commenting on the issue of
refunds, Lim Cheong Guan, Executive

Director, Top Glove Corporation
Berhad said that Top Glove was
not directly affected by late refunds
since it exported 98% of its products.
However, he could empathise with
other manufacturers who had to
wait up to 62 days for theirs. “Banks
charge interest regardless of when
you get your refund,” he said. “So your
cash flow can be adversely affected –
especially if it’s in the millions!”
Speaking for the construction
industry, Matthew Tee, President,
Master Builders Association Malaysia,
said that construction refunds had not
been received yet although developers
have generally experienced a six per
cent price increase since GST was
instituted.
Banks, on the other hand, did not
have similar price problems because
they were regulated by law, said Surin
Segar, Executive Vice-President &
Head of Group Tax, Maybank. GST
is charged on loan fees but not on
interest, and only the Central Bank
can raise rates.

GST: How Are Industries Faring?

More Help Needed
Referring to the companies that
have yet to register for GST, Dato’
Chua asked if Customs could contact
the 33,000 or so firms and have a
‘handholding’ programme. “IRB did
this when online tax filing was first
implemented,” he said. “If something
similar is not applied, it may be difficult
to achieve the refund in just 14 working
days.”
Agreeing with Dato’ Chua, Lim
called for the strengthening of the refund
process. “If there has been a mistake,
have it audited,” he stressed. “Don’t just
make assumptions and withhold the
refund.” Conceding that the authorities
do make efforts to engage businesses,
Dato’ Lim pointed out that frustrations
stem from different branches tending to
interpret regulations differently.
“The focus should be on fulfilment
of general requirements,” he stated. “It’s
frustrating when you call the Helpline,
and nobody answers – although
generally, the authorities do engage.”
When cash flow is a firm’s lifeline, as
in the case of many building contractors,
business is definitely affected. This has
been happening in several construction
companies, Tee said.

Systems Upgrades
Referring to smaller retail chains
affiliated to the MRCA, Dato’ Lim said
that they had been quite adversely
affected by the implementation of new
systems. “Most processes have had
to be automated, something which
incurs higher costs, so the ‘Mom
& Pop’ enterprises – the smaller
operators – have been the worst hit,”
he confirmed.
Where the banking system is
concerned, Segar said that many

Documentation
Headaches
“For smaller players, there is
a problem in understanding
what is required, particularly the
documentation aspect,” said Dato’
Bruce Lim, Deputy Secretary General,
Malaysia Retail Chain Association
(MRCA). “Most entrepreneurs do
the paperwork themselves, and if
it is a big firm, the corporate side is
overwhelmed by it. In a retail chain,
not every outlet can afford to have
an accounts department.” He also
cited the example of private colleges
which had been hit with a ‘double
whammy’ – the Ministry of Higher

system upgrades had been necessary.
“Some banks are using tax invoices
which consolidate all items into one
invoice,” Segar said. “Maybank is using
bank statements as a tax invoice but
there may be other enhancements in
the future.”
Claiming that Customs did not
exempt certain materials for glove
manufacturing from GST, Lim opined
that many hurdles can be overcome
if businesses were allowed to make
updates online, with Customs verifying
the information where necessary.
“Taxes should be reduced to facilitate
business,” he added. “Anything that
affects business has to be addressed.
Doing business should be made easier.”
Taxpayer Access Points (TAPs)
were generally regarded as quite userfriendly although the system tended
to be slow during peak hours. As
Maybank filed on a monthly basis,
Segar said, inputting had to be done
throughout the whole month. With

Education regulates them but they
have to pay GST and are suffering
from the current fluctuating foreign
exchange rate. “Is it possible to
suspend GST until things get back to
normal?” he queried.
Segar similarly recommended a
hiatus for GST until systems and
circumstances are ideal. “The twoyear moratorium period should be
implemented because with GST,
we cannot get it right the first time.
Maybank has not got it right, at least,
not this year – and it will stretch into
next year. About a hundred systems
had to be changed in the bank, but
systems don’t always work the way
we want them to. It’s not fraud; we’re
just still trying to get it right.”

regards to the actual time taken to file
a GST return, Dato’ Chua cautioned
that this kind of ranking could affect
the whole country’s competitiveness.
“If it takes a substantial amount of time
to file a tax return, the country’s ease
of doing business ranking will fall,”
he said. Overall, the panellists felt that
communication between government
departments should be improved so
that Customs officers stationed at the
ports, for instance, would be aware of
what has already been approved by
Putrajaya.
Although official verbal responses
were more easily obtained than written
ones, it was felt that the written ones
were nevertheless necessary to back
up verbal assent. “You can always
request help from Customs at any
time,” Dato’ Chua confirmed. “Make an
appointment, and get them to visit your
organisation to give comprehensive
explanations on issues which you don’t
understand.” n
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Auditors
Must
Change
Disruptions to the audit
landscape mean that auditors
must expand their skill set to
become efficient, effective and
accomplished. Importantly,
auditors must become leaders
and effective communicators
to be fit-for-purpose in the
changing business world.

Greater transparency is needed,
especially after the global financial
crisis. There is more attention now on
the issue of going concerns and disclosures
relating to this. The investor community
values the information in the auditor’s report but
currently, it is limited.
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There has been a noticeable pickingup of the pace in the accountancy
profession and industry, over the last
decade as regulations and enforcement
of compliance tightened in the wake
of devastating financial and economic
crises. “The profession is going
through interesting times,” said
Dato’ Mohammad Faiz, President of
MIA, at the opening of Audit World
2015, themed “Efficient, Effective,
Accomplished.”

The New Auditor’s
Report
Singling out the New Auditor’s
Report for special mention, Dato’ Faiz
focused on notable enhancements such
as the Key Audit Matters (KAM), that
are intended to provide more clarity
and transparency of accounting and
auditing processes to improve corporate
governance.
However, transforming audit
reporting involves more than just robust
internal processes. Talent must upgrade

AUDITORS MUST CHANGE

themselves. “The auditor’s command
of English will have to be improved too,”
advised Dato’ Faiz. “The new report is not
meant to be boilerplate, and it is important
to exhibit a thorough understanding of the
processes and technology used. We also have
to consider if we are being over-regulated,
and if we are able to attract the best talent into
the profession. It is time to take stock of our
deficiencies and address the shortfall.”
Speaking on What You Need To Know
About The New Auditor’s Report, Lee Tuck
Heng, Chairman, Auditing and Assurance
Standards Board, MIA, cautioned that the
new auditor’s report will impact not only
public-listed companies but eventually all
entities.
There will be more work for auditors
because the new auditor’s report is an
attempt to close the expectation gap, and the
auditor’s opinion can no longer be the same
as in previous years. “Auditors have been
urged to provide more relevant information,”
said Lee. “Greater transparency is needed,
especially after the global financial crisis.
There is more attention now on the issue
of going concerns and disclosures relating
to this. The investor community values
the information in the auditor’s report but
currently, it is limited.”
Some of the major challenges for auditors
are crafting the text of the audit opinion so it
is no longer “boilerplate” and insisting on
changes in the way management operates.
“If management refuses to change, walk
away from the audit and report it,” he urged.
Plus, the new report puts the onus on
management to take action. One of the new
stipulations is that no original information
can be included in the New Auditor’s Report
as it is the responsibility of management
to disclose this first. “There should be
no surprises,” Lee concluded. “Quarterly
reports currently do not have provisions
for Key Audit Matters but Boards and
Management have to take note of significant
matters and disclose these voluntarily.”

More challenges
ahead for auditors

There will be
more work for
auditors because
the new auditor’s
report is an
attempt to close
the expectation
gap, and the
auditor’s opinion
can no longer be
the same as in
previous years.

Audit isn’t the only area being
transformed. Reporting standards are being
fine-tuned in accordance with revisions
to global standards. Addressing Recent
Regulatory and MASB Actions Impacting
Auditors, Thong Foo Vung, Audit Partner,
KPMG Malaysia, covered MPERS, MFRS,
FRSIC and other regulatory changes affecting
all in the financial reporting ecosystem.
“MPERS is effective from 1 January
2016,” Thong said. “It is essentially based
on IFRS for SMEs issued by the IASB but
amendments have been made by MASB to
Sections 1, 9, 29 and 34. A lot of accounting
choices have been removed, and regulations
have to be more strictly followed. Moving
from PERS to MPERS is not easy. Once you
adopt it, you have to adopt all changes, so
it is imperative that you run through all the
changes before making the decision, and
determine what has to be taken on.”
The MFRS updates will become effective
from 1 January 2018 but can be adopted
earlier – a move which he advised. “Some
territories have opted for early adoption,”
he said. “It is better to start implementation
from the year before it becomes effective,
so that you can have comparability. Use the
extra time to perfect the system. Start now,
because the standard will be issued and
implemented simultaneously, and you will
need to understand the language used.”
Importantly, MFRS 111 and 118 will be
replaced by MFRS 15, which is a new revenue
recognition model requiring extensive
disclosure – a sensitive matter that could
expose how many contracts a company has,
and how much they are worth.

Solving Audit
Deficiencies
James Chan, Partner, Crowe Horwath,
highlighted the Top Ten Audit Deficiencies
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AUDITORS MUST CHANGE

from the perspective of the firm, and
in the audit engagement process.
His findings were based on research
undertaken by the Audit Oversight
Board and the International Forum of
Independent Audit Regulators (IFIAR).
According to Chan, the top ten areas of
deficiency were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

leadership and accountability;
monitoring of systems of quality
control;
consultation and EQCR processes;
accounting estimates (asset
impairment);
test of controls;
management’s experts;
conduct of group audit;
application of audit sampling;
revenue recognition; and
audit of inventory.

Focus on soft skills
People are the weak link in audit
deficiencies. “Everything rises and falls
because of leadership,” Chan remarked.
To address these deficiencies,
he suggested rebalancing the firm’s
portfolio. “Take on jobs that the company
can handle,” he advised. “Balance your
human resources especially. Staff needs
training; regular performance reviews
will lead to staff retention. Always
remember that we need other people to
be our eyes, ears and hands.”
Adding that staff needs to be trained
to do proper documentation and to write
accurately, he further cautioned that
engagement must be consistent, but
this can become more difficult if the firm
has more partners. Responsiveness,
discipline and continuous monitoring
of quality is necessary, and can result
in robust systems, documentation
and timeliness, which lead to cost-
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effectiveness.
Besides this, he said, consultation
between consultants will provide
clarity for the rest of the firm, and
reflects the staff’s technical competency
levels. “Writing down of issues is
encouraged because it shows a
thorough understanding of the subject
matter,” he said. “Again, this adds to
the robustness of the consultation and
documentation process. Above all, don’t
be overwhelmed by the apparent size or
extent of the task.”

Auditing the Cloud
Aptly, Audit World 2015 featured
a segment on Auditing and Assessing
the Risk of Cloud Service Providers,
which is pertinent given that much
company data is now stored on cloud
and is vulnerable to cyber risks. This is
especially relevant given that auditors
will eventually have to consider how

Balance your human
resources especially.
Staff needs training;
regular performance
reviews will lead
to staff retention.
Always remember
that we need other
people to be our eyes,
ears and hands.

Big Data and its risks affect their audit
processes.
“An IT audit can be technical, but you
need to look at a few basics, like service
levels of provision, implementation
types, compliance, agreements and
auditing complexities,” said Alan Yau
Ti Dun, ISACA Malaysia. “Standards
of auditing are according to ISA 30402.
But even internal audits can give rise
to several issues; more so when there
is external auditing.” He emphasised
that there was a need for stringent
internal controls, likening these to the
process of online banking. “When you
do online banking, you have Online
Transaction Confirmation – OTC,” he
said. “This is not entirely different from
the requirements of internal control.”
He advised having built-in firewalls
and taking stringent physical security
measures like CCTV to monitor anyone
accessing the company’s database.
Illustrating his presentation with
examples of how data can be accessed
without the company even knowing it,
he quoted one instance when hacking
attempts were made while the people
concerned were discussing security
matters in a public area. While hackers
can lurk anywhere, he said when it
came to auditing of IT, the departments
concerned “were a bit ad hoc” when
they should be having their own IT
audit programme. “Auditors will want
to see that they have their own levels
of assurance,” he said. “They won’t
want to impose standards on you.”
He cautioned that while cloud-storing
sensitive information was good, not
all information could be stored like
this because of certain regulations.
The change to elements required to
manage IT audit and cybersecurity
needs to come from the top. “Senior
management is ultimately responsible,”
he emphasised. n
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n By Preetha Nadarajah

BIG DATA

Analytics for
Everyone

Win

Businesses that begin
to accept and create a
culture around using big
data effectively and
efficiently look set
to win in the
end.

Organisations must find a way to
tailor big data analytics (BDA) to
their specific objectives and embed
BDA into their DNA to sharpen their
competitive edge going forward.

How can organisations translate
theory into practice when it comes
to Big Data? The use of big data
analytics in real life scenarios
came under scrutiny at the
recent MIA Big Data Analytics
Conference 2015, where some of
Malaysia’s leading companies in assorted
sectors offered insights into how they leverage
big data analytics to enhance their business
performance.
“Customer analytics (48%), operational
analytics (21%), and fraud and compliance (21%)
are the top three use cases for big data analytics.
Accountants would be able to easily relate to
these use cases given their focus to increase
revenue, reduce costs and improve cash flow. The
remaining two use cases are new products and
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Accountants would be able to easily relate to
these use cases given their focus to increase
revenue, reduce costs and improve cash flow.

Big Data Analytics for Everyone

services introduction and enterprise
data warehouse optimisation,” said
Sheikh Manzoor Ghani, Executive
Director at SAS Institute Malaysia.
Loon Wing Yuen, Programme
Director of Innovation, Group
Information and Operations Division,
CIMB Bank, elaborated on how CIMB
utilised big data to support new product
and service innovation by leveraging
improved
customer
analytics.
“CIMB’s big data journey started in
2012 - despite having over a dozen
data marts from which transactional
data about customers was available,
there was no platform available for
obtaining insights from customers’
social media usage. This social media
data stream was added in order to be
able to run more effective acquisition
and usage campaigns for debit cards.
The big data analytics was used to
provide very specific offers based on
customers’ Facebook likes for usage
and acquisition campaigns to
upsell debit cards to
existing customers.”,
said Loon.
The Axiata group,
of which Celcom is a
part, with a subscriber
base of over 200 million in
Asia, also generates a lot of data.
“However, within the Axiata group,
we use the term data science, rather
than big data. Data science practice
lies at the intersection of computer
science, mathematical statistics and
the application domain. The most
substantive core expertise required of
the three is the application domain and
the definition of this area ultimately
depends on the practitioner of the big
data analytics. The application domain
could be risk management, psychology
or resource management depending
on the goal of the initiative at hand,”

Malaysian
Status Quo
How does Malaysia compare
to its neighbours in its big data
adoption?
“The government is
spearheading the big data drive
by putting in place programmes
such as 1MalaysiaGRIP –
1Malaysia Globally Recognised
Industry and Professional
certification via HRDF (the
Human Resources Development
Fund) which provides
opportunities for employees to
increase their skills by becoming
experts in specific fields.
Malaysians could leverage this
support to get level 0 or level 1
understanding in analytics,” said
Sheikh Manzoor.
“In addition to the requirements
for in-depth knowledge of the
specific application domain,
computer science skills especially
database programming and an
understanding of non-traditional
databases and statistics is a must
to become a real data scientist,”
elaborated Chua.
Unlike its neighbours, Malaysia
also faces the additional
challenge of a diverse local
language mix that impedes
the speed of big data analytics
adoption. Fortunately, with the
advancement of technology and
the increased use of machine
language algorithms and Natural
Language Processing, the
applications and usage of big
data analytics is on the rise with
the ability to better and more
quickly decipher online content.

explained George Chua, Head of
Intelligence, Celcom Axiata Berhad.
Although big data is taking off, it is
more likely to complement rather than
replace conventional analytics. “The
harmonious co-existence of traditional
business analytics infrastructure
together with newer forms of big data
infrastructure is expected as ultimately
each will have its own application
and use within the organisation. For
example, the product marketing teams
would likely need the insights from big
data, whereas the traditional standardsbased compliance reporting will
likely continue to need the traditional
business analytics,” explained Loon.

Just Do It
Organisations differ in their
best practices in big data adoption,
especially with regards to profitoriented organisations where the goal
is to maximise shareholder value.
Chua advised, “When piloting a big
data project, use big data analytics
to address or solve core competency
issues that directly impact shareholder
value. Doing a pilot on a useless project
to showcase the success of the big data
technology adds no value and will only
result in it being shut down.”
Perhaps the best advice is to jump
on the big data bandwagon sooner
rather than later. Technology is
firmly embedded into all aspects of
our lives and businesses today with
our digital footprint creating trillions
of bytes of data daily. As such, big
data is here to stay and it is poised
to get bigger as technologies such
as IoT (Internet of Things) mature.
Businesses that begin to accept and
create a culture around using big data
effectively and efficiently look set to
win in the end. n
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Teaching Students to
Be Accounting and
Moneywise
Aimed at reaching out and engaging with secondary school students, the
Accounting and Moneywise Programme (AMP) is designed to instil robust
financial literacy among the young while encouraging them to consider
accountancy as a potential career.

Currently, there is a lack of
connectivity and engagement in
generating interest in accountancy
among students in secondary schools,
particularly with regards to career
planning and pathways. Across the
board, efforts by educational and
professional organisations in driving
career awareness generally focus on
students at the tertiary level.
MIA believes that it is more
effective to try and reach out to
students at an even earlier age
and create a positive impression of
the profession. Embarking on this
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novel approach, MIA together with
MoneyTree (an established training
provider on financial literacy) initiated
the Accounting and Moneywise
Programme in 2015.
The AMP aims to educate
students on basic financial and money
management skills, with accounting
incorporated as an integral part of the
learning outcomes. The delivery of
the courses under the AMP will also
emphasise on generating awareness
and interest amongst participants,
encouraging
them
to
pursue
accountancy as a career choice.

Reaching Students
in Secondary School
What is the rationale for engaging
with students early while they are still in
secondary school?
• By creating awareness early on
in a student’s academic journey,
the AMP captures their interest
while they are young and helps
them to develop a positive
(and accurate) impression of
accountancy as a rewarding
career option.
• This is key because recent
surveys have suggested that
the majority of students usually
decide on their preferred major
as early as in secondary school.
Therefore, they would gravitate
towards professions which strive
to engage students positively and
position themselves as rewarding
or interesting.

The AMP Pilot
This pilot programme kicked off
with a series of workshops involving
eight selected secondary schools and a
total of 320 students, or 40 students from

Teaching Students to Be Accounting- and Money-wise

Objectives
The AMP aims to achieve the
following objectives:

•

To reach out and engage

with the primary and secondary
schools segment. While the pilot
programme commenced with
the secondary schools, younger
children may be included in future.

•

To promote awareness

and position accountancy as a
highly interesting and rewarding
career option to students, and to
inform them of the opportunities
available, and the diversity and
versatility of the accountancy
profession.

•

To create a sustainable

initiative championed by MIA that
educates students in both financial
education and career options.

•

To champion the link

between entrepreneurship and

each selected school within the Klang
Valley.
• The selected schools took part
in four weeks of continuous
interactive classroom lessons
that covered 4 out of 6 Financial
Literacy Standards as set by Bank
Negara Malaysia as well as topics
related to accounting.
• To keep things interesting,
students were exposed to
MoneyTree’s Learn-ThroughPlay approach. Built into the
programme are accounting-related
job cards, fun facts, quizzes, etc.
and basic accounting principles.
Students learned and understood
key principles on accounting,
and this will create awareness
of money management that will
help students form favourable
perceptions about accountancy.
The last session of the pilot workshop
was held in August 2015.
This programme is endorsed by the
Ministry of Education and sponsored
by the Professional Accountancy Bodies
ACCA, ICAEW, CIMA & CPA Australia. n

The AMP pilot
programme
commenced in June
2015. The eight
schools which took
part were
Sekolah Seri Puteri, Cyberjaya
SMK Aminuddin Baki,
Kuala Lumpur
Sekolah Sultan Alam Shah,
Putrajaya
SMK Bandar Utama 3,
Selangor
SMK (L) La Salle, Selangor
Royal Military College,
Kuala Lumpur
SMK (P) Seri Aman, Selangor
SMK Seri Bintang Utara,
Kuala Lumpur.

accounting.
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Advance
Your
Career
MIA members can gain
a world-renowned CPA
Australia qualification
through the landmark
MIA-CPA Australia MoU.

Building on the relationship
between the Malaysian Institute of
Accountants (MIA) and CPA Australia,
a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) was signed on 7 May 2015
to enable MIA members who have
served the profession for more than
10 years in a senior capacity to further
enhance their credentials with the
CPA Australia designation.
“At CPA Australia, we know
how important it is to be recognised
for excellence in the accountancy
profession. That’s why we have
entered into this agreement with the
MIA, to provide members from both
organisations with the opportunity to
achieve recognition across the globe,”
said Priya Terumalay, Country Head –
Malaysia, CPA Australia.
Dr. Shahril Baharim, Head of
Research and Development, Centre
for Professional Development, Institut
Perakaunan
Negara
(IPNCPD)
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encouraged fellow accountants to grab
the opportunity offered by the MoU.
“In the public sector, accountants play
a major role in formulating financial
strategies as well as increasing the
transparency and accountability of

Dr. Shahril Baharim
Head of Research and Development,
Centre for Professional Development,
Institut Perakaunan Negara (IPNCPD)

the overall accounting and financial
system. The beauty of the CPA
Programme is that it has been
designed to not only facilitate learning,
but to teach accountants how to apply
those lessons to the job.”

Rusdi Ahmad Ali
Accountant in the Central Operations
and Services agency,
Accountant General’s Department

Advance Your Career

Rusdi Ahmad Ali, an accountant in
the Central Operations and Services
agency in the Accountant General’s
Department, said his role includes
being in charge of policies for all
federal government bank accounts
locally and abroad. “I meet a lot of
people at work, and to do my job well,
not only do I need to have in-depth
knowledge of the technicalities of
accounting, but I would also need to
have self-confidence and good social
skills. The CPA Programme provided
me with those skills,” he added.
Datin Normaliza Kairon, who
embarked on her new position
as the Director of Investment and
Economics in Perbadanan Kemajuan
Negeri Perak this year, felt that the
CPA Programme has widened her

where knowledge about economic
development, socio-economic growth
as well as stakeholder engagement
are essential.” n

Datin Normaliza Kairon
Director of Investment and Economics,
Perbadanan Kemajuan Negeri Perak
perspective on how to approach her
new role. “The key modules which
I have to take in the programme are
crucial and highly relevant to my role

Qualified candidates can
receive recognition as
Associate Members of CPA
Australia and the opportunity
to obtain full membership
status by completing three
examination papers.
For further information, visit
www.cpaaustralia.com.au/
malaysianinstitute or write
to kl@cpaaustralia.com.au.
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The CIMA-MIA Strategic
Programme opens new
doors for MIA members,
and grants them a
prestigious qualification
synonymous with financial
expertise and business
acumen.

Join A
World-Class
Network
MIA members now have an excellent
opportunity to gain a world-class management
accountancy qualification.
Under
the
CIMA-MIA
Strategic
Programme, CIMA has granted special
exemptions to all MIA members admitted
under Part I and Part II of the First Schedule
to the Accountants Act 1967. Members who
have at least 10 years relevant work experience
in finance and business functions will be
required to sit for only 1 exam to complete
the CIMA qualification. Those with less than
10 years’ experience will sit for 4 exams. After
passing the exams and successfully applying
for membership in CIMA, they will also receive
the Chartered Global Management Accountant
(CGMA) designation.
The CGMA designation is awarded
by CIMA and its joint-venture partner, the
American Institute of CPAs (AICPA), and is
recognised worldwide by employers for the
holder’s financial expertise and business
acumen. In a recent development, CIMA
and AICPA are proposing to join forces to
create a new accounting association that will
represent 600,000 current and next-generation
professionals.
Mohd Farizul Yahya, Assistant Vice-
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Mohd Farizul Yahya
Assistant Vice-President,
Finance and Administration,
Perbadanan PR1MA
Malaysia

Ummi Sa’adah
Salleh Hudin
Finance Manager, Ahmad
Zaki Resources Berhad

President, Finance and Administration,
Perbadanan PR1MA Malaysia, recently
became a CIMA member through the CIMAMIA programme. He said:
‘The motivating factor for me to pursue
the CIMA-MIA programme was to advance
my career. I have been in the financial
reporting line for some time and I felt I
needed to have new skills, to be more
business focused, to participate in decisionmaking and advise the management, for
example, on cost reduction and enhancing
revenues. One of the most important skills
that I have picked up from the programme
was the strategic thinking skills that have
totally changed the way I think. Where
previously my focus was on financial
reporting, auditing and taxation, I now have
the strategic thinking skills that help me to
look at the dynamics of the business itself
and how the company can progress in the
future.’
Ummi Sa’adah Salleh Hudin, Finance
Manager at Ahmad Zaki Resources Berhad,
was excited to be accepted into the CIMAMIA programme as she felt it was a once-ina-lifetime opportunity to become a chartered
accountant from a prestigious institution.
Ummi submitted her application for CIMA
membership before she sat for her CIMA
exam as she had the relevant work experience
to qualify for membership. In preparing for
the exam, she studied two hours daily for two
months and increased her efforts by taking a
few days leave before the exam.
She said: “Becoming a CIMA member
and a CGMA is overwhelming and exciting.
It has transformed me to be a better leader
and this is evidenced by my achievement in
securing a better job in a bigger organisation.
The qualification has definitely boosted my
career and remuneration package.” n
More information on the CIMA-MIA
programme is available at http://www.
cimaglobal.com/Our-locations/Malaysia/
Partnerships/

CIMA-MIA STRATEGIC PROGRAMMES
Fast track to CIMA membership and be a
Chartered Global Management Accountant (CGMA)
The CIMA-MIA Strategic Programmes are open to all MIA members admitted under Part I
and Part II of the First Schedule to the Accountants Act 1967. Members who have at least
10 years relevant work experience in finance and business functions will be required to
sit for only 1 exam to complete the CIMA Professional Qualification. Those with less than
10 years experience will sit for 4 exams.
Awarded by CIMA and the American Institute of CPAs, CGMA is a global management
accounting designation that recognises the competencies and expertise of management
accountants who are leading the world’s most successful organisations.

Becoming a CIMA member and a
CGMA is overwhelming and exciting.
It has transformed me to be a better
leader and this is evidenced by my
achievement in securing a job in a
bigger organisation. The qualification
has definitely boosted my career and
remuneration package.
Ummi Sa’adah bt Salleh Hudin
Finance Manager
Ahmad Zaki Resources Berhad

CONTACT US TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Chartered Institute of Management Accountants
T. 03 77 230 230
E. SEAsia@cimaglobal.com

www.cimaglobal.com/malaysia
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Which sectors hold
the best prospects
for accountants in
Malaysia? And what
skills do you need to
command the most
competitive salaries?

Show
Me The
Money
With global and regional competition
heating up across an increasingly
borderless world, what does the country
have to offer promising accounting talent?
Can Malaysia offer accountants rich
opportunities comparable to other top
destinations around the world?
Certainly, with low unemployment
and a talent crunch, there is no shortage
of demand for capable candidates.
“Recruitment in Malaysia remained
buoyant across most sectors in 2014,
with demand highest within banking and
financial services. There was also active
recruitment within commercial firms for
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Show Me The Money

hungry for high-calibre accounting professionals.
finance, accounting and IT professionals,” noted the
“Banks in particular want new hires that can help with
Robert Walters Global Salary Survey 2015.
their plans to internationalise their organisations. Not
According to the survey, drivers for increased
surprisingly, candidates want to join organisations
recruitment in the accounting and finance sector
with a global company culture that offer mobility
include the launch of the MRT (mass rapid transit)
and opportunities to develop
project by the Malaysian
international experience. Also,
government; this created roles
continuing work by banks on their
in the public as well as private
business and credit risk strategies
sector for project accountants,
linked to Basel II and Basel III, and
analysts, and positions within
most
the rollout of a new investment
corporate strategy and corporate
accounting
platform that will broaden
finance. In addition, Malaysia’s
professionals
the role of Islamic banks from
regional hubs as well as many
still favour
credit providers to investment
shared services centres created
professional
intermediaries are also creating
ample opportunities for finance
accounting
new job opportunities,” Osbourne
and accounting professionals.
firms as the
added.
Advisory roles are booming
Top Jobs
most popular
too.
“We anticipate more
choice simply
accounting
roles in advisory
Michele Foo, Associate
because
positions.
Professionals
in such
Director of Accounting and
they offer
roles are required to advise on risk
Finance, Robert Walters Malaysia
the highest
assurance, valuation of financial
noted that most accounting
number of job
products and businesses as well
professionals
still
favour
opportunities.
as mergers and acquisitions,” said
professional accounting firms as
Foo.
the most popular choice simply
Michele Foo,
because they offer the highest
Associate Director of
number of job opportunities.
The GST Effect
Accounting and Finance,
Finance shared services
Robert Walters Malaysia
is another area with ample
Hailed as a game changer for
opportunities for accountants.
the Malaysian taxation system
“Shared services centres are
and general economy, the April
increasingly turning to the
2015 implementation of the GST
commercial arena to obtain the
had considerable ripple effects
core finance skills required to
on demand for accounting
move up the business value chain.
professionals and technical
Employers plan to further develop
skillsets. “Many accountants are
their technical financial processes
starting to realise the importance
and analytics functions by hiring
of skills associated with the
more professionals with these
implementation of the GST and
skills. Candidates who have held
are attending seminars with a view
roles such as Finance Manager,
to obtaining certification in this
Finance Controller and Finance
area,” said Osborne. According
Director are in particular demand to take on senior
to the Robert Walters Global Salary Survey 2015,
roles and help lead these efforts,” said Tom Osborne,
candidates with GST-specific skills are still scarce; this
Country Manager of Hays Malaysia via e-mail.
pressures employers to look for either candidates with
As always, banks and financial institutions are
a strong background in corporate tax, or to consider
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INTENDED AVERAGE % INCREASES FOR NEXT REVIEWS ACROSS ALL COUNTRIES
Nil
Less than 3%

5%
24%

From 3% to 6%

41%

From 6% to 10%

22%

More than 10%

8%

BY COUNTRY
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China

2

7

Hong Kong

4

17

Japan
Singapore

hiring candidates from neighbouring
countries. In terms of pay, candidates
with GST experience commanded a
premium in 2014, which is a trend that
is predicted to continue this year as well.

A Game of Numbers
Apparently, Malaysia isn’t too
shabby when it comes to pay, although
the current currency crunch makes
salaries in MYR much less competitive.
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Malaysia

21

14

20

63

12

59

5

1

50

28

9

4

20

54

47

4

10

33

3

3

10

2015 Hays Salary Guide - Asia

candidates with
GST-specific skills
are still scarce;
this pressures
employers to
look for either
candidates with a
strong background
in corporate tax,
or to consider
hiring candidates
from neighbouring
countries.

The 2015 Hays Asia Salary Guide
ranked Malaysia ahead of other countries
in the region – including Singapore and
Hong Kong, in terms of salary increases
across industries. Based on the results
from this report, Osborne remarked
that, “Salary increases in Malaysia
are the second most generous of the
countries surveyed in our Guide (after
China). Interestingly, employers are also
offering extra benefits to help secure
their preferred candidate. Performancerelated bonuses are also used to reward
top performers.”
There’s more good news, although
this might be tempered by local and
global economic conditions. “Steady
hiring demand will continue in Malaysia
across most sectors and industries

Show Me The Money

this year, which is fuelling positive
salary increase expectations amongst
employers. According to the 2015 Hays
Salary Guide, 43 per cent of employees
in Malaysia can expect a salary increase
of six per cent or more in their next
review,” added Osbourne.
The Guide further reported that
increases in Malaysia have been
generous in 2014, a trend that is likely
to persist, compared to other countries
in the region: 31 per cent of employers
increased salaries in their last review
by six to 10 per cent, nine per cent of
employers offered increases above 10
per cent, and 48 per cent increased
salaries by three to six per cent.
In the year ahead, and at the time
of writing, a slightly higher percentage
of employers intend to offer raises
between six and 10 per cent, while 10
per cent are planning to offer raises
above 10 per cent.

Salary Expectations
What kind of figures are we
looking at? “A newly qualified
professional accountant can expect a
monthly salary of between RM2,500 to
RM3,500, sometimes more depending
on the company. That’s a good start
considering that at the highest level of
their career (at the CXO level), the CFO
can earn about RM540,000 per annum
(according to the Global Salary Survey
2015 by Robert Walters), excluding
bonuses and benefits,” said David Chin,
Head of ACCA Malaysia via email.
“I would say the salary range
offered to professional accountants is
competitive. In a survey done by ACCA
in 2013, we found that almost 80 per cent
of ACCA members in Malaysia gained
a pay rise in the previous 12 months,
well ahead of the global average (61 per
cent). Similarly, four in five members

Use core skills

In business
context to
bring insight

To influence
people

And lead the
Organisation

Core accounting
and finance skills

Business acumen

People skills

Leadership skills

Strategy, Market
environment,
Process
management,
Business
relations, Project
Management,
Regulatory
environment,
Macro-economic
analysis

Influence,
Negotiation,
Decision-making,
Communication,
Collaboration and
partnering

Team building,
Coaching and
mentoring, Driving
performance,
Motivation and
inspiring, Change
management

Financial accounting
and reporting,
Cost accounting
and management,
Planning
and control,
Management
reporting and
analysis, Corporate
finance, Treasury
management,
Risk management
and internal
control, Taxation,
Accounting
information systems

Source: CIMA

(80 per cent) received a bonus. This
shows that employers in Malaysia are
well aware of the need to secure their
talents by financial means,” added Chin.
“Salaries have seen a steady
increase over the years. This is due to
the annual inflation rate in Malaysia
as well as the challenges in attracting
talent. Due to the limited candidate
pool, hiring managers have to offer
premium salaries,” Foo agreed.
“For candidates, there are great
opportunities presented by the current
market. Savvy job seekers are taking
advantage of Asia’s tight talent market to
secure roles offering career progression,
which in the long-term will ultimately
lead to a higher salary,” Osbourne said.
But this comes at a cost for
employers. “Because good talents are
scarce, we will find companies are
willing to engage in wage battles to
get the professionals they need, and
this goes for companies from outside

Malaysia too. Countries that are able
to offer higher pay and benefits in
a currency higher than that offered
locally will get the attention of our local
talents”, concluded Chin.

Most Wanted Skills
These days, it’s not enough to be
technically skilled. You have to bring
other qualities to the table.
A 2014 study by CIMA entitled
Ready for Business – Bridging
the Employability Gap – The CIMA
Story found that employers require
accountants to have business acumen,
people skills and leadership skills, aside
from core accounting and finance skills.
“The increasing reliance on
accountants to steer the company
towards sustainable long-term growth
has called for accountants to have
expertise beyond number management.
So accountants with experience or
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capabilities in areas such as strategic
development, business analysis and risk
management would be advantageous,”
said ACCA’s Chin.
“That does not mean that technical
acumen is no longer important.
In fact, as the business landscape
becomes more regulated, professional
accountants need to be strong in their
technical knowledge and application.
But that in itself is no longer enough
for accountants to deliver according to
employers’ expectations. They are also
now required to have critical thinking
abilities and strong interpersonal
skills to complement their technical
expertise.”
What else makes an ideal candidate
in employers’ eyes? Foo noted that,
“Potential employees qualified with
relevant experience ideally from the
Big Four audit firms will have hiring
advantages.
Strong fundamental
accounting skills are also required. More
importantly, firms look for accountants
who possess analytical skills and the
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ability to establish working relationships
with other business units. Employers
also seek candidates with adequate
commercial and business partnering
skills such as the ability to work closely
with top management.”
Osbourne
emphasised
that
communication skills and stakeholder
management are especially necessary
when applying for an accounting /

Potential
employees qualified
with relevant
experience ideally
from the Big
Four audit firms
will have hiring
advantages. Strong
fundamental
accounting skills
are also required.

financial position in a multinational
company, along with good technical
skills, commercial skills, and strong
business
acumen.
Professional
qualifications would also be a significant
advantage. “The most potential for jobs
growth exists in the manufacturing,
pharmaceutical, construction, property
and FMCG (fast moving consumer
goods) sectors. Employers are looking to
hire solid Financial Planning & Analysis
professionals, Business Analysts and
Business Partners to provide insight
to top management, improve business
performance and maintain investor
confidence. In these roles candidates
need to be able a play a true business
partner role rather than be part of the
back-office function. Experience in
strategic business development and
financial planning is highly regarded.”
Nevertheless, requirements do vary
from position to position and industry
to industry, depending on the outlined
role and responsibilities. “Employers
are looking for candidates with a mix
of experience in both commercial and
practice firms, and regional and transfer
pricing experience is also in demand.
The current GST implementation in
Malaysia is creating an increase
in demand for candidates with GST
experience. Businesses also continue
to look into how shared service centres
(SSCs) can improve processes. Some
SSCs are moving up the value chain to
hire talent with commercial skill sets
and require candidates with specialised
knowledge in areas such as tax, statutory
requirements, internal audit, process
improvement and risk management.
We anticipate that migration and scope
expansion activities will create more
jobs in SSCs, generating demand for
Project and Change Managers who
have experience working in finance,”
Osbourne elaborated. n
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Calling local tax
and audit firms!

Looking for the right successor
and succession plan for your practice?
YYC, one of Malaysia's leading local audit firms, is looking to merge and
acquire local tax and audit practices.

With a mission to empower clients’ businesses and help fulfil their dreams,
YYC has always been a firm that focuses on helping SMEs grow.
YYC now offers an alternate succession plan for sole proprietors in the
audit and tax industry who are seeking to retire or exit from the industry.

Contact us now for more information!
+6019-368 6868 | contact@yycadvisors.com | www.yycadvisors.com
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n by Arfah Salleh & William G. Borges

Accounting Treatment of
Bank Credit Creation

an Impersonation
of Reality
PART 2
The problem of the creation of fake
money impersonating real money out of
bank credit is very real, and could bring
economies to their knees. Accountants
must lead the charge to restore
honesty to modern banking through
eradication of the credit creation system
made legitimate through accounting
transactions, write Arfah Salleh and
William G. Borges.
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Accounting Treatment of Bank Credit
Creation – an Impersonation of Reality

Contentious
Philosophical
Foundation – A
Revisit
In Part 1 of this article, it was
established that during the process of
bank credit creation, only the recording
of the transaction into the accounts
took place but the “debt” event did not.
The ingenuity of creating new money
out of a bank credit through such a
stratagem which is so simple – outright
deceit – can baffle the mind. But that
intention would NOT be able to be
transacted had accountants not given
legitimacy to formally bring it to life
into the “loaning” bank’s books. Simply
speaking, accountants help close the
loop for an intention which otherwise
would remain incomplete. Fortunately,
the new focus on bank credit creation
as a result of the financial crisis – truly
proverbially a blessing in disguise –
is giving accountants and laymen the
opportunity to finally learn the truth
about modern banking. Yes, banks do
accept deposits from depositors and pay
them interest. But they loan out new
bank credit out of thin air rather than
lend depositors’ money to borrowers
at higher interest rates. This is the
argument - because the debt is not
real it is contentious if bank credit
can be treated as real money. But the
accounting treatment accorded to the
“loan” gives the impression as if the
loan is real. And when the loan is paid
in full, the “fake money” is “destroyed.”
Each receipt of real money makes
the fake money “disappear,” since the
books are cleared of the non-existent
debt. The honest-to-goodness money
in the form of interest on the bank loan
is a real income to the bank.
Today, banks loan out far more
than they receive from depositors,

It is unfortunate
that it is so little
understood by the
public that money is
created by the banks
every time they make
a loan. In effect, the
banks have a virtual
monopoly - about
97% - over domestic
credit creation, so they
determine how money
is allocated across the
economy.
MP Michael Meacher

and this is made possible because
what they loan out is not real. The
banks pretend it is real, with papers
indicating that it is real. And university
courses on money and banking help
perpetuate the myth that the money
is real. Again, the only part of these
transactions that is real is the legal
obligation of borrowers to the banks!
Think about it: Banks collect notes
of obligation (IOUs) from borrowers
who provide real promise to honour
the banks’ future claim to borrowers’
real money in exchange for fake debt.
But was that not how goldsmith banks
as the predecessor of modern banks
hoodwinked the community they
ser ved before? What has changed
between then and now?
In terms of business model, it
is the same – bankers issuing “dud”
claim cheques in exchange for future
real money. However, while before,
banking was a private arrangement
between bankers and borrowers
within a local ecosystem, today
it has evolved into an industr y
regulated through international rules
systematically applied worldwide
since the 1700s and further facilitated
by technology. People who closely
follow politics and economics need
to understand something about the
world’s commercial banks: As they
create fake money and pass it off
as actual money, they do so with
impunity, and even expect gratitude
for their work. All of this resurfaced
in November 2014, when the British
House of Commons, as evidenced
from the Hansard recording,
debated the issue of money creation
by commercial banks after 170
years, since Sir Robert Peel’s Bank
Charter Act 1844 which prohibited
private banks from printing paper
money. MP Michael Meacher
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admitted, “It is unfortunate that
it is so little understood by the
public that money is created by
the banks every time they make
a loan. In effect, the banks have
a virtual monopoly - about 97%
- over domestic credit creation,
so they determine how money is
allocated across the economy.”
But does this faker y hurt
accountants and laymen? Yes,
if ever yone is interested in
honesty, integrity and reality.
Philosophically, it is just not right
to cheat nor to condone cheating.
What more to offer the tools to
cheat and to play God’s role,
ontologically. Transactionally, the
act of booking the unreal loan
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as an asset is already a gross
misrepresentation.
But
the
consequence of creating fake
deposits and lumping them
together with the true deposits is
“stealing” or debasing the value of
the latter. This is akin to the effect
that printing of counterfeit money
has on the value of real money,
and of course, counterfeiters will
never be a licensed industry! Bank
credit creation robs those who
have earned out of real sweat,
due to their confidence that it is
safer to keep their earnings with
banks. Without realising, these
depositors, by providing banks
the needed deposits to meet
the deposit-to-loan regulator y

requirement, are in effect the
very party to allow banks to create
more loans (and to continue debasing
their deposits further). Borrowers
too, are enslaved to pay interest on
something they never truly borrowed.
And if they fail to service the fake loan,
real property that they had purchased
can be foreclosed.
At the macroeconomics level, as
warned by Turner in his 2012 speech,
the impact of the current practice
of commercial/ private banks makes
the financial system and the overall
economy inherently more vulnerable
to instability, a lesson that we all must
learn from the experience of the
2007/08 financial crisis when we failed
to constrain them. And common sense

Accounting Treatment of Bank Credit
Creation – an Impersonation of Reality

tells us that when the rate of creation
of fake money grows fast enough to
result in more money growth than
production – which statistics shows
it already is – too much money will
chase after too little goods. So all in
all, today’s practice of money creation
through bank credit creation truly
goes against the grain of justice and
fairness.

Earlier Court
Reaction to Bank
Credit Creation
The case against the practice
of fake bank credit creation has an
interesting history. In 1968, a case
in the United States turned a lot of
heads. In Minnesota, Jerome Daly
was sued by the First National Bank
of Montgomery, which had foreclosed
on his property because he was in
default on his mortgage. The bank
wanted to evict him. Daly insisted to
the court that the bank had not lent
him money, but had instead credited
fake money to him in its books. He
argued that the bank was not entitled
to the repayment of real money for a
loan of fake money.
In a stunning decision, the jury
held for Daly, and the judge who
presided over the case agreed. The
mortgage was declared “null and
void.” Although the Daly decision was
overturned by a higher court, the
initial verdict in the case has been
and continues to be cited as a sound,
logical repudiation of credit creation
by banks.
Why did the jurors and judge
find for Daly? Because they were
presented with clear, indisputable
facts about bank credit creation, and
they saw it for what it is: a system
perpetuating the fairy tale account of

modern banking.
Today, while owners and officials
of commercial banks eagerly
participate in this scheme, they are
not entirely to blame for the fakery which, for obvious reasons, could lead
to economic catastrophe. They are
merely giving effect to transactions
that have been legalised within an
established banking system around
the world.
However, by reexamining today’s
banking system, Britain’s MPs and
politicians are forcing investors to give
this long-standing banking standard a
fresh look. And the Bank of England is
facilitating this by using its journal to
expose the truth about this heretofore
complicated and mysterious process of
money creation. Yet without a hearty
reform effort by accountants, none
of this will mean much. Moreover,
accountants have an indirect obligation
to laymen, and a direct duty to serve
their clients and society, with honesty
and transparency. And their leadership
is needed in order to overhaul modern
banking through eradication of the

To recap, what
accounting has done is
to give the impression
of reality to something
unreal, using accounting
entries. And with the
modern computerised
system, the speed of
creating an accounting
entry requires only the
press of a key.

credit creation system made legitimate
through accounting transactions.
To recap, what accounting has
done is to give the impression of
reality to something unreal, using
accounting entries. And with the
modern computerised system, the
speed of creating an accounting entry
requires only the press of a key.

So what can
accountants do to
help?
Banks continue to operate in this
manner because neither consumers
nor governments have called them
on it over the decades. In June 2015,
at the World Economic Forum, based
on their scholarly article published
for the Bank of England, Zoltan Jakab
and Michael Kumhof challenged the
existing and popular intermediation
of loanable funds model, in which
banks serve as middlemen between
savers and borrowers. They pointed
out that in the real world, “…there are
no pre-existing loanable funds, and
intermediation of loanable funds-type
institutions…do not exist.” Instead,
the banks merely make bookkeeping
transactions, without actual resources,
and get away with this scam. This
is made possible because bank
deposits are routinely accepted as the
standard medium of exchange – part
of the money supply in the economy.
Jakab and Kumhof also illustrate the
difference between loanable funds and
loans that create funds and call for a
system that allows banks to only lend
loanable funds.
But until then, Jakab and Kumhof
argue that bank credit creation
will continue to result in “gross
bookkeeping positions on bank
balance sheets,” as a substitute for
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Accountability

Accounting Treatment of Bank Credit
Creation – an Impersonation of Reality

governance in politics and business.
Human governance requires a
system of ethics and values that does
not compromise justice and fairness.
Accountants need to portray what
it means to be human – trustees of
public interest – and not betray the
trust to provide the public with a true
and fair view of the financial positions
of organisations. Auditors need to
know what is going on because
they sign off the accounts of banks.
Laymen too, should understand the
monetary and banking scene, and
the chicanery that forms the basis for
modern banking, because their wellbeing is at stake. The problem of the
creation of fake money impersonating
real money out of bank credit is
actually real. n
“the channelling of real resources
through banks.” What then should
accountants’ response be? Should
this not alarm accountants, whose
duty now is to alert governments
and the public to the dangers of
modern banking credit creation?
Or, will accountants maintain their
acquiescence and continue with
business as usual, ignoring that
people will listen to accountants
because of their expertise and
reputation as honest professionals?
Only time will tell.
A more detailed discussion and
explanation of this issue is provided
by the Bank of England, which has
published multiple reports, studies
and critiques of bank credit creation
and the problems it continues to
cause. If loans out of the creation
of bank credit are no longer treated
as legitimate debts by accountants
through accounting entry as if they
are loanable funds, then it is no
longer possible to rent out “nothing”
by banks. The motivation to lend
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loanable funds as against loans which
create funds is never the same.
The call for reform of a dishonest
and
increasingly
discredited
worldwide banking system is
central to the restoration of human

Arfah Salleh, PhD, FCPA (Aust)
is Professor of Human Governance,
Founding President and CEO of Putra
Business School, where William G.
Borges, PhD is an associate.
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Balance

By Anis Ramli

Whither your
Resolutions?

The New Year might have come and gone, but it’s never
too late to try and make good on your resolutions,
writes Anis Ramli.

I

t happens to the best of us. Come the end
of the year, we’re all buoyed up by gung-ho
spirit. We make out our list of New Year’s
resolutions with such zeal, only to be burnt out
by the end of January.
Regardless of the impending doom
and gloom, we continue to make our yearly
resolutions without fail. Why?
The reason, stipulated by researchers from
the Wharton School of Business, is that we often
take advantage of “temporal landmarks”, events
such as the New Year or a birthday, to motivate
ourselves. This 2013 study called it the “fresh
start effect”, describing the times when we are
likely to set new goals and reinvent ourselves.
In other words, these temporal landmarks
are seen as the opportunity for people to make
a fresh start. It is at these moments that the
individual begins to plan for a lifestyle makeover
and refocus his or her behaviour.
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Hence, this is why we make resolutions
at New Year. The challenge, of course, is in
keeping to them. Forbes reported that out
of the 52% of people who make resolutions, only
12% actually stick to them. Added to that gloom
is the fact that 25% of resolvers break their
resolutions by the first week of January alone.

Don’t Despair
But it’s never too late to make a change,
even if we are on the wrong side of January.
On the bright side, behavioural
economists say resolutions
can work – if they are
fun, easy and

Whither Your Resolutions?

automatic, and made into a habit.
Resolutions, they say, are generally a
clash between desires and aspirations.
For example, we might aspire to lose 20
pounds by working out everyday but, if
we never hit the gym, it is likely that our
desire – to skip gym classes – will win
every time.
A report in Psychology Today
highlighting the challenges of keeping
to resolutions pointed to the “false
hope syndrome” – when people make
resolutions that are unrealistic and
uncharacteristic of themselves. This
can even affect a person’s self-esteem
when they fail to make good on the
resolutions.
By making resolutions easy, fun and
habitual – and importantly, realistic, it
is easier to keep to them. Take the
idea of losing that 20 pounds, for
instance – it would work better if we
rewrite our resolutions to say, taking
the stairs whenever possible so that it
can contribute to the weight loss. Stairs
are easier to commit to than a gym
membership.

On the bright side,
behavioural economists
say resolutions can
work – if they are fun,
easy and automatic,
and made into a habit.
Resolutions, they say, are
generally a clash between
desires and aspirations.

Start Small
Committing to something on a
smaller scale can also ensure a higher
rate of success at keeping to your
resolutions. Instead of wanting to lose
20 pounds, set realistic goals. Five
pounds is more achievable than 20.
Breaking the resolution down into
small steps also helps increase the
possibility of success.

According to Tony Wong, a
management and productivity expert,
breaking a goal into small chunks and
specific tasks will get you to accomplish
a goal better. So say you want to lead
a healthier life. Instead of planning
a grandiose affair for a healthy and
organic lifestyle, start small by flossing
the teeth (to prevent heart disease)
then move up to making drinking water
a habit and avoiding fast food.
It’s also important that we celebrate
the achievements between milestones
and not wait until we reach the goal.
This way, it gives motivation for us to
push forward with the end game and
reinforce the change.
If you really need a push, consider
signing up your resolution at stick.com.
This “commitment contract” website
enables you to specify your goals and, if
you do not fulfill it, you pledge to pay to
a charity of your choice.
Once you’ve embraced what it takes
to be resolute in your new year’s goals,
try flipping traditional resolutions to
make meaningful changes. If you still

MIA notice
Decisions of the Disciplinary Committee of the Malaysian Institute of
Accountants (‘Institute’) against members pursuant to Rule 18(1) of
the Malaysian Institute of AccountantS (Disciplinary) Rules 2002
The Disciplinary Committee of the Institute has imposed the undermentioned punishments on Kok Kon Sang (1537) as the sole proprietor of Eddie Kok & Co. (the Firm) for failing to ensure that the
Firm had a Professional Indemnity Insurance coverage for a specified period pursuant to the then applicable Institute’s By-Laws (On
Professional Ethics, Conduct and Practice):
• a fine of RM4,000.00;
• be reprimanded;
• to pay the Institute the sum of RM3,000.00 in respect of costs
and expenses of and incidental to the disciplinary hearing
before the Disciplinary Committee and the investigation conducted by the Investigation Committee.

The Disciplinary Committee of the Institute has imposed the undermentioned punishments on Kok Kon Sang (1537) as the sole proprietor of Eddie Kok & Co. (the Firm) for failing to return the completed Practice Review Questionnaire pursuant to the then applicable
Institute’s By-Laws (Quality Assurance and Practice Review) despite
several written reminders to do so:
• a fine of RM4,000.00;
• be reprimanded;
• to pay the Institute the sum of RM3,000.00 in respect of costs
and expenses of and incidental to the disciplinary hearing
before the Disciplinary Committee and the investigation conducted by the Investigation Committee.
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noisy and busy place. We are connected
24/7 such that it wears us down and
out, according to a Microsoft 2013
study of more than 2,000 UK office
workers. Apart from the health issues
connecting cellphone use to a myriad
of diseases, mobile phone addictions
have been shown to affect relationships,
and there are studies that indicate how
texting using social media has impacted
the art of dialogue. Why not try to
switch off when we can and reenergise
ourselves? Create boundaries and
order our priorities so our lives do not
revolve around technology. Refrain from
bringing out the phone at mealtimes
and enjoy your food, and put a stop to
looking at the phone everytime you’re
in the car. That WhatsApp reply can
wait.
fail, it’s okay. No need to wait for the
next New Year; just pick yourself up and
start again.
The following are some of the
resolutions that are worth keeping,
even though New Year 2016 has come
and gone.
+ Volunteer. Volunteering is
one of the top 10 commonly broken
resolutions, yet, it also ranks high on
every resolver’s list every year. Before
you volunteer, think about the skills
you already have or the skills you want
to have, and how much time you can
contribute. Apart from helping others,
volunteering also helps you improve
your communication skills, combats
depression, and can advance your
career when you acquire new skills.
There are many fantastic opportunities
to volunteer. Epic Homes help build
homes for the orang asli in Peninsular
Malaysia. To join a build, volunteers are
required to participate in a basic build
workshop that introduces them to the
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basics of building. After that, you can
easily log on to the Epic Homes website
to join their building projects. Other
options to consider include Teach for
Malaysia, signing up with any Islamic
NGOs that often depend on volunteers
to run their activities, or soup kitchen
duty if you’re a night owl.
+ Embrace minimalism. In 2015,
the annual Fidelity Investments study
showed that only 31% of Americans
made a resolution to improve their
finances this year compared to 43% in
2014. Setting personal financial goals
can do more than just safeguard your
future. Start small by curbing spending
on things you don’t really need, such
as that RM15 designer drink or the
branded tote. Living minimally and
freeing yourself from dependence on
material things can help free up your
time, energy and money for other more
beneficial things.
+ Slowing down and turning
off. The world has become such a

+ Do a spontaneous good deed.
Researchers say that doing a good deed
produces a similar high to exercising,
through the release of the body’s
endorphins. It does not take much to
perform an act of kindness. Whether
helping to restock the office pantry
or sharing food with your neighbour,
random acts of kindness can promote
happiness.
+ Fall in love. With yourself. Practice
daily meditation, self-reflection, or zikr to
reflect on what you achieved yesterday
and what you want to do today. Health
practitioners say we don’t meditate
enough. According to psychologist
Sherry Blair of the University of
Southern California, being mindful of
who you are will help ‘centre’ yourself.
This supports a study published in
JAMA Internal Medicine which found
that meditation improves symptoms of
depression and anxiety.
Here’s to a better 2016, and happier,
healthier lives! n

Book Review
FEATURED BOOK
Foundations of Financial Risk: An Overview of Financial Risk and Riskbased Financial Regulation, 2nd Edition
by GARP (Global Association of Risk Professionals), Richard Apostolik, Christopher Donohue
ISBN: 978-1-119-09805-8

US$65.00

Foundations of Financial Risk details the various risks, regulations, and supervisory requirements
institutions face in today’s economic and regulatory environment. Written by the experts at
the Global Association of Risk Professionals (GARP), this book represents an update to GARP’s
original publication, Foundations of Banking Risk. You’ll learn the terminology and basic concepts
surrounding global financial risk and regulation, and develop an understanding of the methods
used to measure and manage market, credit, and operational risk. Coverage includes traded
market risk and regulation, treasury risk and regulation, and much more, including brand new
coverage of risk management for insurance companies.

Risk Management for Islamic Banks: Recent Developments from Asia
and the Middle East
by Imam Wahyudi, Fenny Rosmanita, Muhammad Budi Prasetyo and Niken Iwani Surya
Putri
ISBN: 978-1-118-73442-1

US$70.00

Gain insight into the unique risk management challenges within the Islamic banking system.
Volumes have been written on managing risk in today’s strictly regulated and complex global
financial system, but Risk Management for Islamic Banks uniquely examines how state-ofthe-art risk management strategies and practices can be applied to the nuanced practices
and philosophies behind the Islamic banking system. From Shariah compliance, to equity
participation contracts, to complicated sale contracts, Islamic banks face unique market risks.
Risk Management for Islamic Banks covers the creation of an appropriate risk management
environment, as well as a stage-based implementation strategy that includes risk identification,
measurement, mitigation, monitoring, controlling, and reporting.

Using Excel for Business Analysis: A Guide to Financial Modelling
Fundamentals, Edition Revised for Excel 2013
by Danielle Stein Fairhurst
ISBN: 978-1-119-06246-2

US$75.00

Build effective financial models using Excel 2013. Financial modelling is an invaluable business
tool, and Excel 2013 is capable of supporting the most common and useful models most
businesses need. Using Excel for Business Analysis, Revised Edition shows how to dig deeper
into Excel’s functionality to craft effective financial models and provide important information
that informs good decision-making. Whether for business proposals, opportunity evaluation,
financial reports, or any other business finance application, this book shows how to design,
create, and test a model, then present the results effectively using Excel 2013.
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Enjoy

20%
off

when you purchase these titles on the publisher’s
website at www.wiley.com. Use promotional code
VBM51 during checkout to receive the discount.
Promotion is valid till 31 March 2016. For any
enquiry, write to Wiley’s Customer Service at:
csd_ord@wiley.com.

Mergers, Acquisitions, and Corporate Restructurings, Sixth Edition
by Patrick A. Gaughan
ISBN: 978-1-118-99754-3

US$67.95

The Sixth Edition of Mergers, Acquisitions, and Corporate Restructurings has been revised and
updated to highlight the current types of corporate restructuring that can be used effectively
within an organisation. Written by Patrick A. Gaughan - a noted expert in the field of M&A
- this essential guide examines the full range of corporate restructurings from mergers and
acquisitions: joint ventures, strategic alliances, divestitures, and other kinds of sell-offs.

Quantitative Financial Risk Management: Theory and Practice
by Constantin Zopounidis, Emilios Galariotis
ISBN: 978-1-118-73818-4

US$99.95

Quantitative Financial Risk Management: Theory and Practice can help professionals to better
manage, monitor, and measure risk, especially in today’s uncertain world of globalisation,
market volatility, and geopolitical crisis.
Quantitative Financial Risk Management offers professionals in the field an invaluable guide
to the most current and useful tools of financial management to help mitigate risk in the
context of globalisation, market volatility, and economic crisis. With contributions from a
team of international experts, this vital resource is comprehensive in scope and includes
examinations of financial risk management, risk models, portfolio management, credit risk
modeling, and a review of international financial markets.

The Compliance Revolution: How Compliance Needs to Change to Survive
by David Jackman
ISBN: 978-1-119-02059-2

US$90.00

Compliance is rapidly becoming more complex regardless where you are located in the world
as requirements become more demanding and, increasingly, internationally coordinated.
Written for compliance staff, regulatory organisations, and senior management The Compliance
Revolution explains the significance of key changes in compliance affecting underlying
principles, practices, roles, expectations and values. David Jackman provides a valuable
guidebook for global practitioners, one that will help navigate compliance requirements and
help in effectively protecting their firm.
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